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Bul% ab80rptlo% by plante is gmemlly considered to bo a two 
ge procosBi one phase of which is dopondont on the raotabollsm of the cel: 
The os^ orimen’tal evidence on the mbject le limited and thp proposed me'ohan: 
of absorption are based mainly on theoretical conaiderationa#
The purpose of this theaia $ therefore, la to study the uptake o; 
aaXta using mdloactive tracer technique# and to identify the centre of eael 
phase of the absorption ixrocea# in plant roots# A tecimiqîjte of autoradio; 
ha# been developed for use with-water aoluble isotope#, giving result# at t 
cellular level with thin sections of root material# Four ions, calcium, 
mbidiua, sulphate and iodide, were used in them e^perimnts#
It has been ehoim by this technique that there are Wo phases in 
the proms# of salt absorption by excised plant roots and the existence of i 
* active* phase has been established# However, eontmry to an assumption mad< 
in the method of isotopio exchange, it has been shown that the material reti 
after exchange is not all actively absorbed#
%e passive phase of absorption Is associated with the epidermis 
the hypodermic and the emdodermis* The Iona talwn up by the epidermis were 
found to be readily exchangeable* The nature of the localisation in the 
hypodermic is assumed to be a binding of the ion which has a loir degree of 
exchangeability# It Is proposed that the endodermi# acts as a barrier to 
diffusion in that pai*t of the root beyond the region of calcium accuwlatioi 
%e active phase of absorption is primarily associated with the 
parenchym of the cp$tex in tlie apical region of the root, this region bein
2#
termed the region of caloiuni aooumulation# Cations appeared to be localised 
in the proto^ ylom initial cells and in the central cells of the root cap*
Cation absorption occurs In tiie epidermis, hyi^ odermis, ondoderrni 
cortical parenchyma of the apical region of the root and in the protoxylera 
initial cells* Anion absorption does not appear to occur in the epidermis ^ 
protosgriem initials or in the central colls of the root cap#
On the autoradiographic evidence, it is proposed timt vacuolar 
accumulation of cations occitrn in the cortical parenchyma in the region of 
calcium accumulation# Anion accumulation does not occur in the vacuoles bu 
the casé of sulphate ions, it is localised in the region of the nucleus of 
the cell* It is proposed that anions are absorbed into their respective 
metabolic cycles in the cytoplasm of tiie coll# %e results obtained with 
sulphate ions suggest that the site of protein metabolism in the cell, is 
restricted to the region of the nucleus of the cell#
The autoradiographs show that there is an Intense localisation o 
non#-exohangeablQ ions in the cortex in a region of the root in vrhich the 
endodermis does not retain ions# It is possible that these accumulated ion 
form an osmotic pump which promotes the flow of ions by diffusion from the 
external solution directly into the stele in this region of the root# The 
region of maximum salt absorption, therefore, is also the region of maximum 
translocation#
Helen F#?# Langley 
September 1961
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The work desoriheà here i« part of a general programme of 
research into the ooourrenoe of radioactive fallout in plants.
Balt absorption by plants la generally considered to he a 
two stage prooes»! one phase of which is dependent on the ©etaholiam 
of the cell* The experimental evidence on the suhject la limited 
and the proposed mechaniams of absorption are based minly on 
theoretical considerations#
The purpose of this thesis# therefore# is to study the 
uptake of salts using radioactive tracer techniques and to identify 
the centre of each phase of #e absorption process* The technique 
of autoradiography was considered to present the most practical 
approach to the problem. The major part of the work is ther^ore 
concerned with the development of a suitable technique for use with 
water soluble isotopes and with the establishment of tMs method by 
repeated observations on root material#
Four ions# calcium# rubidium# sulphate and iodide were used 
in investigations on plant roots and the results obtained at the 
cellular level of autoradiography are discussed in relation to proposed 
hypotheses of salt absorption*

2 ,
The absorption of salts into plant roots has been a subject 
for discussion for mny years but ivlth the inti'odwtion of new techniques# 
principally using isotopic tracers, a certain amount of experimental 
evidence has been ohtained* These data, however, orily apply to 
particular points in the process of absorption and the major part 
remains purely hypothetical#
In this intràduction it is intended to review the literature 
on sa3-t absorption and to summarise the mechanisms of absorption proposed 
previously* thus forming a basis for further discussion.
mv m w  0F im
It is now established (1-7) that there are two phases in the 
absorption process# one passive and one ^active in the sense that it 
is associated with the expenditure of energy by the cell.
Diffusion;*^
Diffusion is the first step in the process of absorption and 
it has been established that ion uptake by this means is a rapid and 
reversible process (9-#ll)*
It has been suggested by different workers that the region of
5 .
the oeXl accessible to diffusion includes the cell wall and part of 
the cytoplasm (12) or the cell wall and all of the cytoplasm (15*-!?) or 
the total water space (9,16,19), Hope and Stevens (20) have demonstrated 
the existence of a Donnan equilibrium with the ezterml solution due to 
the presence of immobile anions or cation exchange spots# These spots 
are considered to be located in the cell wall (21»25) and are therefore 
included in estimtions of the space accessible to diffusion. Hence 
the term Apparent free Space (A#f .B.) has arisen which includes both the 
apace accessible to diffusion and the toman free Bpace (D*f ,$.) *
The mthemtics of the measurement of Apparent free Space have 
been examined by Briggs and Eobertaon (18) and values have been reported 
ranging from S-3#S of the volume of the tissue depending on the material 
used and the -particular ion under investigation (15#24*'26}* Levitt (24) 
criticises these estimations on the grounds that the bathing solution 
is not completely removed from the mterlal during blotting* It has also 
been shown that the concentration of the solution immediately around the 
specimen during treatment is greater than that in the bulk of the 
solution (27) # This surface film effect would increase the awunt of 
salt left on a specimen and add to the value of the Apparent free Space. 
Estimates of Apparent free Space are higher in excised roots than in 
roots of intact seedlings (28 of. 29) which would suggest that the 
Apparent free Space of intact roots does not extend into the stele*
4#
Thé harrier to diffusion has not been positively identified 
hut some repent findings uphold the olassieal view of a funetioml 
plasmalema(50*5B) * MaeEohhie and Dainty(58) hy inserting mioro-eleetrodes 
into different regions of a oell, have shown that the cytoplasm is bordered 
hy harriers to diffusion both at the inner and outer surfaces# In relation 
to the movement of sodium, the latter appears to he more resistant to 
diffuaiOtt(37) # for oaloium# the opposite has been found using hean 
plants(58)#
Cation Exchange:#
The ooourrenoe of cation exohange is well attested in storage 
tissue and in the roots of higher plants (IB,##41) * It is .greater in 
less active tissue (, e*g* storage tissue compared with meristematio- tissue) 
(5) and greater at low oonoentrations(4S#44)#
Epstein and Leggett (40) have shown that the strontium®^  
absorbed into barley roots in the first relatively rapid# passive uptake 
is readily replaced by other cations and by hydrogen ions when the roots 
are placed in weak acid* It has been reported that a cation can be 
replaced by one of greater valency (40#46) and that two cations of 
similar valencies connate for the same site#
Cation exchange has been demonstrated in ether killed roots
(49*50) but Bel#- and Blgafey (48) have also shown that the groups 
responsible for cation exchange are easily destroyed by killing the roots 
with heat# Poisons may diminish the number of sites available in the
tissue (Si) but in oontmst, 2#4 diohlorophenoxyacetio acid ,by providing 
aMitional s^ites’ oan increase the cation exchange capacity ($2)*
BevemI authors have presented theoretical âiaoucsiom (53#50) 
on the exchange of iom on single molecules which are capable of binding 
both anions and cations 'but since at normal external pB levels, acid 
diasociation predomimte#* adsorptive ion exchange is largely cationic(20) 
The nature of the exchange sites is uncertain but they are 
believed to be located in the cell wall (21^ 23,|50#32) and the more recent 
papers attribute ion exchange to unmethylated carboxyl groups of the 
cell wall oonstituentc * Despite the diversity in terms Used to
describe these sites, there ic general a^eement as to their meaning, 
Vic.,fixed or at least constrained negative valencies to which cations 
are attracted.
lelation to Metabolism;#
Hoagland {30,37) has demonstrated that salt accumulation Is 
suppressed under conditions unfavourable to respiration and an increment 
of respiration has been observed to accompany the absorption of salts by 
a cell {38,S9 ).
By the use of respiratory iïîhibitors, it 1ms been found that 
the absorption of both cations and anions is suppressed by substances
6which inhibit glycolysis and the Krehs oyoXe LtindegSrdh (39|63#67) j
however, hases hie scheme of active ahsorption of anions on the spécifié 
stimulation of a oyanide-aensitive system# the latter being distinet 
from the ground respiration which is insensitive to cyanide. The 
ooourrenoé of the oyanlde#sensitive respiration and the light reversible 
i#ihition of ion absorption by carbon monoxide (64#6S) has led Imndeg&dh 
(00|65#67) and others (##76) to consider the oytoohrome system#
lUddleton (77) has found that dinitrophenol# glucose and 
potassium chloride all stimulate respiration in the same way and has 
concluded that the stimulation of a cyanlde^ sensitive system is a general 
consequence of stimulating the respiration# however caused, rather than a 
direct specific stianilation of a terminal oxidase| cytochrome oxidase in 
the hypothesis proposed by iundegSrdh# Middleton has suggested that the 
stimulated respiration may be ôyanide#se»sitive because the cyanide# 
insensitive system is of limited capacity. If the total rate of 
respiration exoeeds that of which the latter is capable, any excess 
would be carried by the cyanide#sensitive system# This hypothesis 
would explain the partially Cyanide#sensitive respiration found in 
beet discs by Robertson (60,78) #
It is not known whether both anions and cations can cause this 
*salt’ respiration (60*64) or whether only anions are responsible (59 #65-67)* 
Sutcliffe and others (77#79*85) have suggested that the presence of 
potassium alone can cause salt respiration#
Absorption of cations in excess of anions has been demonstrated #
CYTOPLASM VACqOLS
Figure 1. A Carrier Mechanism after Sutcliffe (7)#
4 , r .
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This excess cation uptake is believed to be balanced by the production 
of organic acid anions and by the replacement of previously absorbed 
cations # At low pll levels, carbon dioxide is believed
to take the place of bicarbonate (60)# Since these reactions do not 
occur under conditions of rapid uptake when both ions of a salt are 
equally absorbed# it would appear that this exchange is a secondary 
effect related to the mlntenance of electrical neutrality#
Isotopic Exchange:*
The later experimental evidence supporting the theory of active 
absorption has ■ been derived using isotopio exchange techniques * In this 
method the material is treated with a labelled ion for such a time as to 
involve all phases of absorption. Subsequent treatment with the same but 
unlabelled ion replaces all the exchangeable mterial witîi the inactive 
ion# leaving the actively accumulated material in the tissue# presumably 
behind a highly impermeable barrier (40#86)*
This work has led to the suggestion that absorption involves the 
operation of carriers (86-68). It is assumed (2#3#3###69*95) that the ion 
forms a complex with the carrier molecule, passes through a barrier 
( presumably the tonoplast ) between an outer phase ( cytoplasm ) and 
an inner phase ( vacuolar sap ) with the release of the ions in the 
inner space, as summarised in figure 1.
TABLE I
Substrate ion Oo#etlng ion Non-competing ion Reference
Kb* K+ 03+ Ka+ 86
Iii+ ca++
80*— SeO* %P0* NO3
Hpo*—  oir
U1PO4"  O if
Br* 01- r  HOs* 87
8r++ Oa^* Ba++ % + *  45
Kinetics of Active Absorption;*
Epstein and Eagen (80.) have compared ion absorption involving 
carriers with ensyme oatalysie# In both oases, the agent (ion or ensyme) 
combines with a substance (carrier or substrate) to form an intermediary 
complex which subsequently breaks- down# transport or catalysis thus 
having taken place.
On plotting the rate of active absorption of an ion obtained 
by isotopic exchange, as a function of its concentration according 
to the Lineweaver-Burke method# a characteristic ensyme saturation curve 
is obtained (45|80). The analyses were developed further using the 
lliChaelis*Menten theory to determine whether cations were cosseting with 
one another for the same cain?ier molecule# On plotting the reciprocals 
of absorption rate and concentration# strai.ght line graphs were obtained. 
Competitive interference was reflected in these graphs by an increase in 
the ratio of slope to intercept. Non*competitive interference, on the 
Other hand# caused no increase in either factor# Table 1 summarises 
these interactions (45)*
It would appear that ions of similar chemical behaviour act 
as metabolic analogues and compete for the same carrier. At high 
concentrations some non-competing ions have been shown to be competitive 
(3) but the effects are not all antagonistic. Bynergistic effects have 
been observed by Vlets (46) and Overstreet and Handley (47) who find 
that absorption of monovalent cations is promoted by divalent and poly­
valent cations. Increased absorption of sulphate (28)# potassium (95)#
0 .
rubidium and phosphate ions (42) has been observed in the prehenoe of 
oaXoiwa ions*
The nature of the carriers Is unknown but it has been proposed 
that more than one carrier ml^t be involved in the absorption of a single 
ion species (96*99) * fried and Boggle (98) suggest that one carrier 
might dominate at low conoentmtions and another at high oonoentmtions # 
Laties (100) has presented evidence that carriers are generated by the 
cell prior to the absorption process #
The evidence on selectivity of the carrier action and non- 
selectivity of the exchange process’'’•'would suggest that the entities 
involved in each case are not identical. Assumi%^ the entities to be 
the same, carrier formation would be e^ P^ Gted to take place at the site 
of exchange absorption which is generally understood to be the cell wall# 
The carrier process would then entail the movement of the carrier complex 
across a possible barrier in the plasmlemma, throu^ the cytoplasm and 
across the tonoplast# The reduced carrier would then be required to 
return to the cell wall. The suggestion that mitochondria act as carriers 
introduces similar problems to the system of identical exchange and 
carrier molecules*
It is uncertain whether m  initial exchange precedes active 
accumulation* Bussell (101) and others (90,102-104) consider this 
Intermediate stage to be necessary but %lmo (103) has suggested that 
the immediate substrate for active absolution is the solution in the free 
space of the tissue which tends to equilibrium with the external solution.
Substrate H
Reduced carrier I
Phosphorylated reduced carrier
vl'
e" + + oxidised carrier I + A.T-P.
separate pathways
Reduced carrier I
Figure 2• Phosphorylation Mechanism after Robertson (8)r
NîEAffiRANE PERÎ.mBLE TO ANION-ELECTRON CARRIER
Substrate
2H"*"2e
conductor of electron 
transport chain
Reduced
carrier
movement ofReduced
carrier reduced carrier
01Oxidised
carrier
Anion carrier 
complex
Anion carrier 
complex ___ movement of
I complex
Figure 3,Absorption of Salts after Robertson (b).
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W arlom théories have beem proposed as to the nature of the 
oarriers , their mo# of aotioh ami the souroe of energjr for absorptioii. 
IIq single hypothesis attempts to explain all three x^ ointe hut the 
following are the most oomprehemive#
phosphorylation Meohanisms##
Bohartsow (B) postulates that the first act of secretion or 
active ahsorptlonydepends on the separation of positive and negative 
chargee (IF and e**")# An electron 1$ believed to move through an electron 
carrier system in a membrane and lead to the formtion of a hydroxyl 
Ion at the other side of the membrane, Evidence that an anion carrier 
might also he involved, suggested that a substance which carries an 
electron in one direction might he able to carry an anion in the ox>posite 
direction# It is essential to this hypothesis that a complex between 
the anion and the oxidised redox substance is formed,hut the complex 
must occur in the lipoid membrane so that the anion ceases to exist as a 
negati’ve charge in water and hecoams part of a molecule in a membrane 
of low per#eabllity to the free ion# dations may then move along the 
electrocheiaictal potential set up by the active absorption of the anion#
A diagrammtic representation of this hyx>othesis is shown in Figure 2 
with the proposed mechanism of energy production by phosphorylation in 
Figure B*
Several methods have been based on the utilisation of phosphate
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M t  in the malmre #  the eerrler, BihoiiuoXeio aeld (10#)$
phoephatldie aoid {Wf) amd leoithina (108) have bee# suggested m  
po$$ihle m w iù m  and salt uptake has hem liAed with pmteim s^thesis 
(100) $ the prepeeed eai*piers being amphetmie mi#egen eompounds (lio) *
Bedw Byeteme*#'
fhe |jundegli?dh hypothesis (ill) ia aimllw to that of Robertson 
In that only anions are oonsiderad to he aotively aooumlated* fhese 
are again emhanged for eleotrona hut whereas Bohertson does not speoify 
the electron, transport system involved; hundegtrdh proposes the 
oytoohrome pa#way as detailed in figure 4# Both Of these authors and 
others (3,XlS;liS) oonsider that aeeumulation of ions takes plaee in the 
mltoohondria* fhe hypothesis laid down by hundoglrdh has reselved meh 
oritioiam and he has modified it to apply to the halogens only.
0onway (114) has proposed a meohanism for the transport of 
cations which resemble# that of tondegirdh for anions* lie has suggested 
that a cation becomes bound to a reduced respiratory intermediate which 
becomes oxidised on the other side Of the membrane by transf erring an 
electron to another oxidised substance which he does not specify* fhe 
oxidised carrier returns across the meabrane where it is reduced and 
becomes capable of accepting another ion.
Alternatives to the Carrier %pothesis:*'
1* A recent paper (110) describing invaginations in the cell
12 é
wall# of plant# gives support to Bennett^ e theory (ll6) that ions become 
bound to the outer surface of the membrane and are transferred to 
isolated vesicles ?dthin the me#rane by invagination and pinching off* 
The membrane surrounding the vesiole is then decomposed and the ions 
are released in the free state*
S* Hutton (117) has suggested a meohenism in animal cells which 
my be applicable to plant cells* It involves reversible hydration and 
dehydration of the membrane and peradts a unified explanation of the 
electrical behaviour of cells and of differential permeability*
S* Baltmn has proposed that' anions and some cations ( sine and 
copper) are absorbed directly into metabolic cycles which would imply 
that the link with respiration is indirect (118,11$)*
4 .
It is generally accepted that the movement of salts across 
the cortex is passive* The cortex is considered to act as a single cell 
in passing ions across successive layers of protoplasm a symplast (69,104] 
Plasmodesmata are known to permeate plant cell walls giving a continuous 
cytoplasm across the cortex (190,101)*
It has been suggested that the non^ metabolio flow of salts may 
be caused by the concentration gradient (.9) or the increasingly anaerobic 
conditions in the region enclosed by the endodermis ( 117) * However this regioi 
is considered to be adequately aetated by the .intereellular- spaces (124)*
Iona are known to be able to move against a high concentration 
gradient (122) into the stele which would necessitate the expenditure 
of energy to transport ions into the xylom* The oonolusions, therefore, 
are that the endodermis acts as a high resistance harrier and that its 
action is comparable to the tonoplast of a single cell (28,123)• Hylmo 
agrees with this suggestion and proposes that salts also enter the stele 
passively hy breaks in the endodermls and are actively acowmlated by 
the prototylem (103)#
The ions for transport into the stele are considered to be  ^
deriyed from those freely moving in the symplast (1*7)# The vacuole 
is regarded as a cul de sac (6,7,124-126) but %stein (S) considers that 
iOns may be released from the vacuoles for transport to the shoot in 
eases of starvation# hundegtrdh (2) has proposed that the salts present 
in the vacuolar sap act as an osmotic pump which promotes the flow of ions 
into the stele#
Upward movement of salts is generally understood to occur in 
the xylem (10,38,127)■but several authors consider that they are 
transported in the phloem (120^ 130)# lateral transport is assumed 
to occur from the xylem to the cells along the path of transport by 
exchange and active accumulation# Bowïiward movement from leaves of 
normally immobile calcium has been demonstrated in the xylem in the 
presence of diethyl ether (38)#
It is established that the passive phase of absorption includes 
cation excimnge, adsorption and diffusion resulting in a Donmn equilibrium 
with the external solution* ■ These are essentially physical processes 
and will proceed at low temperatures or in an inert gas. The regions 
of the cell accessible to diffusion are not certain and values of the 
Apparent free Space have been found to be dependent on the plant material 
and the ion under investigation* The tonoplast is considered to form 
a barrier to diffusion while the plasmalemma my or may not constitute 
a barrier* The nature of the cation exchange spots is not known but 
they are considered to be located in the cell wall.
The dependence of active uptake on the metabolism of the cell 
is accepted but the source of energy for absorption and the link with 
respiration are not clear* It has been proposed that the latter may 
be direct as in the iundegardh hypothesis or indirect as indicated by 
Middleton# Anions alone or the presence of anions and cations together 
may be required to cause salt respiration#
The carrier mechanism is generally regarded as presenting an 
explanation for the spatial transport of ions across a membrane# Several 
compounds have been suggested as carriers but none are based on 
experimental evidence*
It is unlikely t%t the carriers in active absorption are 
identical to the entities involved in cation exchange* The latter process
j:.
TABLE IX , ( after Epstein (45) )
ACTIVE b^AÈE : -4 - . FASSIVE UPTAKE -
i r • _ ■■■■.•;
l.Linear with time;/no equilib­
rium /reached in experiment. .;/
Y : ■ :
- ■ ■ . ' r ' %
1. Non-linear with time ;
: equilibrium- reached in 30 
minutes.
'2, Idrts/are essentially 
exchangeable.
non- 2. Ions are readily exchangeable.
3. Selective with respect to 
various ions or groups of , 
ions. "
1 /
3. Non-selective.
4. Requires energy/expenditure - 
(under anaerobic conditions 
active absbrption is^neglig- 
. ibie; exchange adsorption 
? ; is not diminished. /
-.......- ........  '.■ .J.C
4. Does not require energy 
expenditure on the part of 
the tissue.
, # / . 4
;w
K
■ ¥■
■ -.r 
...
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is îïot generally censMered to be a neoeseary step preeeding active 
accumulation, fhe éubetrate for active ' abcorption is taken to be the 
freely diffusible .material in the Apparent free Space*
fable II cummrlaed'the data on the two phased of absorption .
franslocation is believed to occur pas,sively by diffusion and 
mass flow across a symplast* It is possible that the salt accumulated 
in the vacuoles forms an osmotic pump to promote the flow of salts into 
the xylem, ■ The endodermis is considered to form a barrier and it is 
concluded that there is an active process involved in transporting ions 
across the endodermis to the xylem for transport to the shoot.
It is evident from the survey of the literature on. salt uptake 
that, although the existence of a two stage absorption process is 
generally accepted, very little is known of the active phase. The 
mechanism involving the use of carriers is hypothetical as are most of 
the proposed mechanisms, from investigations using the technique of 
isotopic exchange, Epstein and others have built up a pattern of the 
interrelationships of different ions on salt uptake* The remaining 
esperimmtal evidence is not great and is oomcerned with isolated 
details* The field for experimental investigation is therefore extensive* 
It was felt that an attempt should be made to establish the 
site of cation exchange and of the active process in plant roots and 
in individual cells * The technique of autoradiograpliy was considered to
afford the moat praetioal approach to the problem* fhe first experiments, 
therefore, are oonoerned with formulating the coMitiona of treatment 
of the root material* The use of water soluble isotopes has necessitated 
the development of a method of fixation which would prevent any 
displacement of the salt in the mterial during the preparation of the 
autoradiograph*
Autoradiographs obtained with a monovalent anion and cation 
and with a divalent anion end cation are described and are diseussed in 
relation t# the hypotheses of uptake detailed in the ' introduction*
m m  1. «eoîhœ ot,
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fhe technique of isotopio exchange has been used to obtain 
quantitative estimations of the absorption of several anions and of 
potasslTO and strontium in barley, pea and bean roots* In the present 
Investigation, the seleotlon of the root material was determined by the 
sise of the cells, the ease with which the material oould be handled and 
sectioned and by the availability of a large number of roots of uniform 
sl06 and stage Of growth at any given time# Allium oepa, Haroissus sp# 
and A.maryllis hippeastrum were found to give suitable roots when grown in 
oomtantly aerated tap water* loots of Dendrobium sp. were of interest 
later sinoe they have a many layered epidermis and a clearly defined 
hypodermis* These were obtained from the Botanic Gardens, Glasgow* Excised 
roots were used in all experiments and were considered to absorb salts in 
the same way as roots of intact plants except that the vessels of the stele 
were open at one end to the bathing solution , thus removing the effect 
of transpiration* The roots were assumed to be viable since plasmolysis 
of the cells could be demonstrated.
Because of the initial connection of this work with fall#out 
studies, attention was directed to strontium* However, calcium* the 
metabolic analogue of strontium* was chosen since it is more suitable for 
autoradiography as will be shown in a later section. as a solution
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of caXoium ohXoride was obtained from the ladioohemioal Centre* âmersham*
Xfwmm Qf GAhQWm
1, Iffeot of Oonoentratlons-
To determine the optimum oonoentration for the absorption of 
oalolnm* onion roots were exoised I Inoh long and were treated at 50^ C 
with labelled oalolnm ohlorlde solutions having concentrations ranging 
from S5*" 0*005meq#0o/l* Hoots were removed from the tubes at regular 
time intervals and rapidly rinsed three times In deionised water* The 
material was blotted and weighed before ashing at 700®C for 2 hours.
The ash was dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid and made up to 25mls*
1 ml, of this solution was dried evenly on a watoh glass (l inch) and 
counted with a Geiger Muller end window counter* The weight of calcium 
ohloride on the watoh glass was less than O*01gm, and self absorption 
was negligible* The counts were converted to o.p#m*/gm# fresh weight 
of root material and these values were plotted against time for each 
concentration of calcium in the external solution (Figures 0*11).
The ratio of the activity in the root (c*p.m#/gm, fresh weight) 
to the activity in the external solution (c*p*m*/ml*) at a given time 
will be referred to as the concentration factor# In Figure 13 the 
results of the above experiments are summarised where the value of the 
concentration factor at 400 minutes for each concentration used is plotted 
against the concentration of calcium in the external solution.
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TABLE III
\r
Concentration of calcium 
in external solution (meq/l)
. Absolute actiMty absorbed 
{-0 .p .m.y ,
35 X 10» '
: . 5 9-0 X 10»
■ 2 i- ; lofo X 10»
1 ■ lO'b X 10»
0*5 10*5 X 10» "
0*3
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X t would appeaf im m  this that the amoimt of oalolum taken up
'b^ the 3?opts deoreasee as the coneentratlon of calcium in the e%temal 
solution is increased^
If 1 of calcium is talcen to contain a certain amount of 
activity and the relative amounts of activity ahsorhed at each concentration 
are Calculated usln# the concentration factor# then an estlmte of the 
absolute activity absorbed is obtained# It was found by this calculation 
that absorption was maximal between and 2*0 met# Oa/litre* (Table III )♦
2, Active Absorption:^
In the original uptake curve (e*g# Figure 7) the part of the 
curve above the shoulder ( Bd ) is taken to represent the period of 
active absorption (##BS), By extrapolation of this line to sero time#
{ BA ) an estimte of the active uptake is obtained from the difference 
between the count at 1440 minutes ( 0 ) and the count at sero time ( A ) ♦ 
This calculation was made at moh concentration and converted to percentage 
active uptake of the total uptake at 1440 îoinutes# This percentage was 
related to concentration as shown in Figure 13#
A calculation of the activity absorbed by active processes 
as absolute aotivily showed that the latter increased with decreasing 
concentration of calcium in the external solution#
S# Bffeot of pH levels»
0aloium chloride solutions of 0*3 meq*0a/l# were prepared with
du
a
Pi/^re Î4> ;The ; effects of' Mffei'èn pH levels, on the absorption 
. b f  calcium Into,onibn roots %
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Figure 1 5 , Absorption bf Ca^® by onibn roots from a Hoagland solution
so.
hyctrochlorio acid and ammonium hydroxide ouoh that a range of pH values 
was obtained between pB S.8 and 9*é* as measured on a Cambridge pH 
meter# Figure 14 represents the uptake of oalolum by onion roots 
(o.p.m./gm, fresh wt*) at various pH levels, ifhe results agree with 
Olsen*s findings (131) that at pH levels above 5»3* cation uptake is 
increased while below this level# the uptake is diminished# It would 
appear that at pH 5*3 anions and cations are equally available for 
absorption.
4. Hptake from a Full nutrient Solution:*^
The absorption of calcium from a full nutrient solution was 
followed by repeating the uptake procedure for a single salt but using 
a Hoagland solution containing (Figure 15)# The presence of other 
cations did not appear to alter the absorption characteristics but the 
concentration factor was less than that obtained from a single salt 
treatment# using a solution of the same calcium concentration.
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1# Exchange Curve
Onion roots were treated with a labelled calcium chloride 
solution of 0*5 meq,Ca/l. for 240 minutes at 30^ 0# rinsed three times 
in deionised water# blotted and transferred to an unlabelled solution 
of the same concentration of calcium* Samples were taken off after
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Figure 16- Exchange curve for calcium using onion roots (0*5 meq/l•)
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Figure 17* The effect 6f renewed solutions and;.pH; oh the exchange 
of calcium;in onion roots.
21*
several time intervals amd ooTOted as before* The exchange curve of 
fresh weight against time is shown in figure 16* It is 
evident from this curve that exchange did not go to completion under 
the conditions of the experiment* th e aotivit,^  (c*p*m*/gm*) left in 
the material was 1^ # times the count per ral. of the labelled treatment 
solution and approximately #  times the count per ml# of the exchange 
solution after use* The calcium remaining in the roots after exchange 
is considered to he actively absorbed *
2 p techange in Several Solutions and at low pH levels#
To determine whether exchange was co#lete under the conditions 
outlined above# exchange was carried out in three successive solutions 
containing meq*#/l* The effect of a low pi on the exchange of 
calcium was also investigated by exchanging in a calcium chloride 
solution prepared with hydrochloric acid to give a pH of 2*8 , The 
results are presented in figure 17* It would appear that there is no 
difference in the extent of exchange when three successive exchange 
solutions are used* At the lower pH level# exchange appeared to continue 
after 6 hours and might have gone to completion with increased exchange 
times* This would suggest a loosening of some binding of calcium which 
does not occur at the normal ei^ erimental pH of 8*5 .
5. Exchange' in a Full Hutrie# Solution:#
An exchange cwve was obtained by repeating the above procedure
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using a full nutrient solution fQW exoMngè (figure IS) ♦ the exoisange 
oharaeteriatioe were similar to those obtained h f exchange In a single 
salt solution* The final count per gm* of root mterlal was found to 
he greater than the count per ml* of the uptake solution from which It 
is assumed that the oaloium retained hy the root was aotirely acoumulatedf
ROOT
The uptake and exchange oharaoterlatios of roots of Karols sus 
sp#f Dendrobium sp. and Amaryllis hippeastrum ware obtained by repeating 
the prooedure followed with onion roots* The oaloium oonoentration 
used was 0*5 meOL.Da/l* and the results for the four different materials 
are compared in figure IB* where the oonoentration factor is plotted 
against time* Amryllis hippeastrum appears to absorb oaloium very 
slowly and under the conditions of the e#eriment# the count per gm. 
of roots did not e#@# the. count per ml* of the external solution, from 
the differences obtained in the concentration with these roots* it-would 
appear that the absorption of calcium by excised roots varies greatly 
from genus to gems though the physiological state of the plants may 
have a considerable effect*
It was decided as a standard procedure to treat onion roots 
at 50^ 0 with as a solution of calcium chloride containing 0*5 me%.Oa/l* 
at a pH of 5*5 for more than BOO -minutes to include the active phase of 
absorption* Bxchange would then be carried out in one solution of calcium 
chloride of the same comentmtion^pH and temperature for the same time*
3 0 *
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The auocessfui application of the autoradiographic method at 
the cellular level requires that the method of fixation shall prevent 
the displacement of labelled ions or molecules from the locations which 
th#y occupy at the end of the experimental treatment# The difficulties 
of achieving this are maximal when# as in the present investigation# 
the material being studied is largely in the form of freely soluble# 
readily diffusible ions* While it was realised therefore# that the 
classical methods of liquid fixation %mre likely to be of little use in 
this case# tests were carried out to determine whether some significant 
fraction of the absorbed tracer was present in a form not readily 
removable by the liquid treatments #
1* Roots treated as described in the previous section were 
fixed in Carnoy le Brun fluid for 15minutes# washed in alcohol and taken 
throu^ xylol to paraffin# Counts on the solutions after use showed that 
considemble leaching of Ga**® had in fact occurred# mainly in the fixative 
but also in the alcohol washes* Autoradiographs of the apical region 
of the root- showed many large reduced grains after very short eiq^ osure 
times * These appeared in the same focal plane as the autoradiographic 
film and were not due to precipitation of the stain# It was considered
24*
that Bti artefact had arisen due to some constituent of the fixative.
was located only above the outer layers of ©ells of the root and 
there was no visible localisation in the cortex or endoderrais of exchanged 
or non-^ exohanged roots as was found with the frees© dried rnaterial.
It was assumed therefore# that most of the had been leached from 
the tissue#
2. Scott Russell (152) has detailed a method of precipitation 
i^n situ* of water soluble 1^  ^with a basic lead acetate solution in 
alcohol at #?G^ G * A parallel precipitation was carried out on roots 
labelled with # Alcohol saturated with oxalic acid at was 
used but on counting the solution after use# it was found that practically 
all the calcium had been leached from the tissue*
frosen sectioning was attempted on a horizontal sledge microtome 
with the blade cooled by carbon dioxide. Sections were immediately 
brushed onto slides cooled on a dish of drikoid and transferred to the 
darkroom* Sections were pressed against slides previously prepared 
with autoradiographic film and exposed in a bin of drikold* The 
practicability of keeping the sections frozen and the unavoidable 
formtion of a layer of ice crystals above the frozen section resulted 
a certain amount of leaching and loss of resolution. In addition the
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Figure 20. Freeze-drying Apparatus
idisplaoemoBt of oootlono during development prevented m  aoeurata 
aeeoôiation of the autoradiogî?aphio image with any tissue* EeaXignment 
was not aueoessful and the method was not further investigated*
The primary eonoern is to prevent movement of water soluble 
ions in the material during freezing and drying* A temperature of **40^ 0 
is considered to be necessary to prevent ensymmtio decomposition of the 
tissue (133#1^ 4) and it has been proposed that a specimen temperature 
of ***55^01 or the eutectic point of the salt systems in the tissue# should 
be mintalned during drying to prevent movaiBent of inorganic ions* Gersh 
and Stephenson (133)# however# consider that data on the eutectics of the 
various salts have no bearing on the problem*
1* Apparatus
This temperature requirement has determined the design of 
the freeze drying apparatus to be used* GXiok and #lmstrom (136) have 
devised an apparatus for drying at vary low temperatures but v/hioh consists 
of a single unit involving complicated glass blowing* The important 
features of their apparatus have been incorporated into the final design 
used in the present work* The apparatus is shown in figure 20*
The drying chamber consista of an outer glass tube of 2*5 inches 
diameter with a ground glass connection to an inner glass tube or liquid 
nitrogen probe* During the primary drying the water drawn from the material
la the aimPaoe of the prohe ami la later remove! when the
drying mêer llqnlâ nitrogen la complete,to a phosphoma pentoscide trap 
placed above the pump, fhe cjetoa la emanated by meam of a Speedivao 
Rotary pump fo* 880S0# {with air ballaat) which la capable of a vacuum 
of below 0*001 m*n* mercury when liquid ïidtrogen la preaent in the ayatem# 
Tacuum mesmurementa are made on a Pimnl gauge connected directly to 
the dehydration chamher# Other declgnc of apparatus connect the gauge 
between the pu# and the drying chamber but it waa considered that a 
more accurate value of the vacuum in the chamber itself would be obtained 
by placing the gauge after the chamber in the apparatus-
2* Prying Rate»#
fo obtain the maximum drying rate of the material , several 
features of design and operation were considered. It was necessary that 
the material to be dried should be held at a distance of less than the 
mean free path of water molecules from the condenser surface. Under 
the expected drying vacuum# the calculated distance was 4 cms. An 
aluminium stage inches in height and drilled to a depth of 0*7d inch 
was designed to carry the roots at the required distance from the probe* 
fhe roots (X inch in length) m  used in the uptake experiments « 
although of small diameter#, required excessive thtying times, fherefore 
half inch roots were treated and after freezing were split into three 
using a cooled scalpel# forceps and platform ( # 9 0 to give pieces 
approximately 4 mm. in length and 1*5 mm# in diameter. These were readily
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Figure 21. System for Maintaining, the Freeze-drying Apparatus at a 
Steady Temperature - , .
87#
dried, and embedded.
Any changes im the temperature of the material during drying 
was followed by means of a thermocouple. â copper/ niokel ohro.me 
thermocouple #a$ calibrated againet an iso#pentane thermometer (10^ *800^ 0) 
The wires in the apparatus were covered with polythene tubing to prevent 
temperature effects due to the liquid nitrogen probe. Since it was not 
possible to attach the thermocouple to the aluminium stage# an S ram. cube 
of 0  agar was fromen in liquid nitrogen on the thermocouple tip and 
immediately introduced into the apparatus- The temperature rose to #40*0 
and this was maintained during drying, A steady specimen temperature 
of \ms obtained by holding the material in liquid nitrogen in the
apparatus and then applying the vacuum •
Andrew and lale (157) recomend the use of a thermistor system 
to control the temperature of the material during drying but the use of 
a cs^ ostat in the apparatus as shown in figure 81 *■ was considered to be 
as effective, The cryostat employed was chloroform »in this case# which 
solidifies at #65*'0^ 0 but constant stirring of the o.ryostat was required 
to maintain an even temperature along the length of the tube, The dJ^ng 
rate using this system was approximately the same m  that in which no 
external coolant was used, The use of an aootono/drifeold mixture 
immediately around the drying chamber slightly decreased the drying rate, 
A drying rate curve was obtained for the above system but with 
no external coolant, Samples of onion root mterial were taken off after
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Figure 22. Drying rate curve for onion roots.
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(different Inteyvala ef time# wei#e& amâ âried la an air m m  tô constant 
wai^t (Figtii?e 2^ ) * #en tha ##n$ time e%#ee&e& 10 howe the appamtns 
m# heM overnight in aeetone/i^ ikoli aWl keying oontinuei the following 
day* fhe period in aeetone/drileold did nOt apparently oatiee any 
appreeiahle drying of the mt#*lal* from the drying onrve it can he 
seen that approadmately B #  of the moistnre was removed after B4 honrs 
in liquid nitrogen and it was found that drying with phosphorus pentoaeide 
after this period was similar to prolonged drying in liquid nitrogen*
^he moisture content after 24 hours was lower than the corresponding mono­
layer condition (BtÈ*f♦ theory) (1#8) and would not form a continuous 
phase permitting ionic diffusion* $he rise to room temperature would 
not therefore he espeoted to allow movement Of calcium# Only small 
amounts Of material could he dried at one time which resulted in very 
low Whights Of freese dried material* She limitation of the balance 
increased the percentage error in determinatlona of residual moisture 
in material of less them 1 0  moisture*
fhe drying curve# however# does give an indication of the time 
required for drying under the adopted system* îhe conditions selected 
involved dr#ng for not less than 30 hours in liquid nitrogen followed 
by not less than 100 hours with phosphorus pentomide as the secondary 
condenser, freezing was carried out in iso#pentane cooled with liquid 
nitrogen to a temperature of -*16O®0 and the material held in liquid 
nitrogen in the grooves of the stage until the application of the vacuum 
such that a steady specimen temperature of «SS^ O was maintained during 
drying*
$# feats to Detect Msplaoement of Oaloium Iona*#
Preealng i n  isovpantane cooled with liquid nitrogen is very 
rapid and it was not antioipated that displacement of inorganic ions 
would ooour* However# the following tests were carried out to confirm 
this assumption*
Bjè agar gels were prepared with (a) water (h) a oaloium solution 
of 0*6 meq*Oa/l* (o) a labelled oaloium solution of 0*6 meq*Oa/l. and 
an activity of n l(f o*p*m»/$ mm* ouhe* $ mm* cubes of each gel were 
joined together on a fuse wire and immediately frosen in iso#pentane 
cooled with liquid nitrogen* Counts were made of each gel after freesing 
for several time intervals up to 30 minutes * fhe mamimm count in the 
unlabelled gels was B o»p*m* which could be attributed to contact of . 
the pieces rather than to diffusion of , less than 15 seconds was 
required to freese a 1 cm* cube of agar gel to a t##erature of *-16O®0*
â similar emmination of the adopted frees# drying procedure 
was made by drying three cubes of gel prepared as above# under the 
normal drying conditions * Ocunts were obtained of the same or&ar as 
those in the tests on freezing* from autoradiographs on %#ray film of 
the dried gels# it was apparent that no displacement of calcium had 
occurred* the- characteristic pattern of calcium absorption was found to 
be exactly reproduced in each of eight separate frees# drying runs ffhich 
would also support the contention tliat the procedure developed in this 
instance does not permit displacement of inorganic ions*
4 *
It mm found to bo an ■advantage to embed the cîrioâ material 
in tlio apparatus without brewing the vacuum* Paraffin wax 64^ 0)
was therefore deaerated in the cavities of the stage before drying of 
the root mterlal:* BmboiMng was rapid ( 10 minutes ) but was usually 
continued for $ hours# after which the solid paraffie cylinders# with the 
root material embedded# were tmnsferred to a i§^6 incubator for IS hours* 
In this almost all the roots were completely infiltrated with wax*
m,
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% G  technique of autoradiography originated from studies by 
Becquerel on fluoreaoenoe but the results were not recognised as being 
due to radioactivity until uranium compounds were found to produce the 
same effect on photographic plates# Several nev/ techniques have been 
developed in recent years with the introduction of more sensitive 
emulsions and the ready availability of a wide range of isotopes* In 
the present investigation# the stripping film technique originated by 
Felc (139) was selected for use since it is capable of the highest 
resolution with thin sections Of material*
1-f ]
Resolution is an arbitrary term which is used to indicate the 
relative merits of an autoradiograph* In the autoradiographic imge 
the reduced grains are often grouped together to form aggregates* 
Quantitative measurements of resolution have been based on the diameter 
and density of these aggregates or on the distance between separate 
aggregates# However# from a practical point of vieW;- in the worje vdth 
sectioned material# the concept of resolution has come to mean the 
precision of locating a source of activity In a specimen, tWt is to say# 
the more precisely one oan associate the autoradiographic image with a 
histological structure or single cell, the higher is the resolution*
as#
There are many factors which influence resolution# such as exposure 
time, isotope and section thickness so that it becomes difficult to 
standardise this propmfty,' Quantitative measurements on autoradiographs 
are only feasible where the conditions of preparation of the auto* 
radiographs have been exactly reproduced* ■
2# BBCTIOHlM#
Sections were out on a horizontal sledge microtome from 
paraffin blocks * It was desirable that the sections should be less than 
one cell thick such that the Image obtained could be accurately related 
to a single cell %vithout interference from activity in cells or parts of 
cells underneath# In work with water soluble isotopes, floating*out of 
the sections to eliminate crinkling is not possible and therefore the 
thinnest sections available which remained flat after sectioning were 
10# thick* These were pressed onto cleaned slides and the paraffin 
removed with xylol to prevent ballooning when the slides were developed*
n* Fmm*
To obtain maximum resolution it is necessary to apply the 
autoradiographic film directly above the sections since the greater 
the distance of the film from the source of activity, the greater is the
3S.
area o f the emulsion over which the raye from the source cause grain 
reduction* In the stripping film technique# the film is applied wet and 
therefore an impermeable film must he included above the section to 
prevent leaching of the isotope# fo maintain optimal resolution it was 
necessary that the film applied should he less than Ifi #ick# At this 
thiclmess dry films could not be handled and the selection of the film 
material therefore depended on the use of a solvent which would not 
cause leaching* A 1*^5 wt*/vol# solution of Saran (1000 c*p#s* vinylidine 
chloride) in methyl ethyl ketone was found to be suitable* The surface 
of the Baran coating m $ strongly hydrophobic when dry and it was found 
that the autoradiographic film ms readily displaced during development*
To prevent this# an intermediate film of celloidin was used* Good 
contact between isko autoradiographic film and the slide was obtained by 
dipping the Baran coated slide into a 1# wt*/Vol# solution of celloidin 
in a 00/00 vol#/vol* mixture of absolute alcohol and ether# 30 seconds 
before the application of i&e autoradiographic film# It was assumed 
that leaching did not occur during coating with celloidln since the 
alcohol/ether solvent ms not able to penetrate the Saran layer* The 
average distance from the section to the autoradiographic film was !•!#. 
The additional property of Saran in being able to withstand strong 
alkali# has decreased the damage to the sections normlly caused by the 
developing solutions#
At first,sections were singly pressed onto slides coated with 
gelatin or oelloidin but it was found that these layers adsorbed the
stains used after development and were not readily destained %  water
m .
or alcohol# #0% & 0*0^  solution of Baran 'mm used as the primary 
adhesive# the seotiona were readily mounted- and when the impermeable 
doating was applied# the result was an even layer Of Baran enoloeing 
the aeotiom and this completely prevented leaching * It was found that 
the Baran leiyer adsorbed the stains to oiûy a very limited extent*
4^ 8TBIPPIN& mi&M maOHNIOmB*
The advantages of the stripping film teohniqun over other 
methods is that a very thin and uniform sensitive layer of silver halide 
oan be applied, to a specimen* Comparative studies of the various stripping 
emulsions have not been made but Boyd (140) gives estimtes of the 
relative sensitivities as a _ guide in seleotlng a film* Kodak â#E* 10 
emulsions are less sensitive but give a higher resolution than the 
Kodak emWlsions which give a quiok response to the activity in
the specimen but have omdy a low resolution* The â»H*10 plates were 
used for Investigations at the cellular level*
The stripping layer was Mvided into 6#i or is depending on 
the area of the slide to be eovered#and the pieces stripped slowly and 
evenly to prevent flashing due to eleotrostatie discharges* They were 
turned over before plaoing on the surface of a water trough such that 
the emulsion would face the sections when lifted* The gelatin e#anded 
fully in $ minutes in iwter which spread the emulsion into an even 
finer layer* The film was lifted by dipping the prepared slide under
m *
the film which then tightly a to m d the slide* The films were
dried at room teinpei^ ture and exposed at 4% # %poswe of the films 
at a reduced temperature cut down the hackgrotmd on the elides*
The time of exposure which is neoeseafy dépend# on the energy 
of the # emission and the half life of the isotope under investigation# 
the activity in the sections and the sensitivity of the film, used# The 
sensitivity .of the film is detem^ ined by the degree of resolution 
required and the selection of the isotope by the nature of the 
investigation undertaken# daloim tos selected in preference to strontium 
because of the low maximum- energy Of the 0 radiation Of #ioh makes 
possible' a higher resolution and reduces the spreading of the image#
The aotivity in a section, m y he evenly distrihuted or localised in 
distinct areas* In the latter ease a shorter exposure oan he expected 
due to the oonoentmtion of aotivity* In a 10# section the amount of 
isotope is very low m d  therefore the isotope applied mtst he of a hi# 
specifio activity*
Istimtes of exposure times oan he obtained hy oaloulation (141) 
hut these are usually underestimates and the simplest method is to 
expose a series of slides of similar activity for different periods of 
time to determine the optimum exgpOsure time for the particular isotope 
and material Investigated#
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Kodak films were developed in D*19b developer for not more 
than 10 minutes ainoe there ia an increase in grain size with 
increasing development time, thus reducing resolution* The temperature 
of the developer and fixing solutions should be accurately controlled 
at 20 j; since uneven temperatures may lead to distortion of the
image# The strongly alkaline developing solutions may affect the sections 
but in the present investigations the Saran layer almost entirely 
prevents this occurring.
y*
staining %ms found to be necessary and several methods were 
investigated,
(a) Vital Staining
Onions were grown for three days in water and transferred to 
0*001ÿ& solutions of the following stains with varying effects M
Janus Green: The stain was precipitated on the surface of the root, 
only the cell walls of the epidermis being lightly 
stained.
Malachite Green: All the tissues were stained but with insufficient 
differentiation #
Methylene Blue: The staining effect was satisfactory but this stain 
has been found to inhibit phosphorus metabolism and it 
was not investigated further*
Trypan Blue: The nuclei in the cells of the apical region of the root 
were clearly stained but the cell walls did not take up 
this stain*
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Congo Eedî Only the eplderml cell walla v/ere stained* The stain 
was precipitated on the surface of the root.
Vital Bow Red: The stain was taken up by the epidermal cells only*
Crystal Violet: The nuclei were more deeply stained than the cell 
walls and a satisfactory degree of differentiation was 
obtained* à lower concentration of stain could have 
been used.
A simpler method of vital staining was devised where excised 
roots were treated with calcium solutions also containing a low 
concentration of the stain# Crystal violet and neutral red were used but 
as with the previous method, destaining of the sections occurred during 
the processing of the slides* This method, however, was used to give clear 
differentiation of aon-exchanged and exchanged material by using crystal 
violet in the exchange solution and neutral red in the uptake solution.
In this way, two different types of material could be freeze dried in 
the same run and be easily differentiated when embedded in paraffin*
(b) Staining after Bevelopment of the Autoradiograph:
The selection of a stain for use after development of the 
autoradiograph was restricted by the ease with which the oelloidin 
layer and the gelatin of the emulsion take up the stain and the ease 
with which they Can be destained. Morml botanical stains such as 
haematoxylin were found to stain the gelatin intensely and to destain 
only slightly in alcohol. Several stains, previously used in autoradio* 
graphic studies of animal tissues (142) were investigated as follows:*
Gelostine Blue: The cell walls were only lightly stained, little
differentiation was found.
Tolmidino Bluet The various cell parts were not adequately
differentiated »
Crystal Violet: The gelatin layer of the emulsion hecam© deeply ■
stained.
Fyronin© Methyl Greens This stain gave green nuclei and pale purple
cell walls but was net found to he consistent in 
its staining action* Destainlng had to he rapid 
to prevent complete removal of the stain from 
the section*
Beutral Red and Oarhol Fuchsins The definition obtained was not as
clear as if a green counter stain had been used 
hut sufficient clarity was obtained* This stain 
was selected for standard use*
The adopted procedure for the preparation of autoradiographs 
from plant material is given in Appendix I* Details of the isotopes used 
in the present investigation and the approximate exposure times required 
for lOp sections are presented in Appendix II*
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The largely visual nature of the evidence mdp in particular# 
the fact that the autcradicgrap%le/image is not in the same- focal plane 
Û3 the section# create unusual problems with regard to the presentation 
of results*
The general distribution of activity in the root sections is 
demonstrated by means of scale diagrams showing the distribution of the 
main tissues and cell layers and the principal areas of blackening of 
the emulsion* The dots on these diagrams are not intended to represent 
reduced grains of an autoradiographic emulsion but to indicate the 
relative intensity of the darkening of the autoradiographic image* Those 
diagrams are accompanied by high power drawings giving the precise 
relationship between the silver grains of the imge and the fine structure 
of the tissue* 0:^y the cell detail necessary to demonstrate this 
relationship has been included* The vacuoles are shown by a single line 
denoting the vacuolar membrane and the nuclei are shaded in, All diagrams 
and drawings have been made using a camera lucida.
Photomicrography has also been used and in this ease# it has 
usually been necessary to prepare two plates for each field of interest, 
one focussed in the plane of the section and the other in the plane of 
the autoradiographic image* The result obtained with black and white 
photographs was not satisfactory since the black grains of the auto# 
radiographie image did not contrast sisffiolently with the cell structure*
40*
Colour photography was more suooessful but the resulting photographs 
still are not comparable to the direct exaridnation of the slides through 
the mioroseope. In this instance# one photograph focussed in a plane 
intermediate between that of the section and tlïat of the autoradiographic 
image was found to be as effective as two photographs taken# one at 
each focal plane* Borne definition was lost on printing and enlarging 
from the transparency but #e overall effect is similar to a stained 
preparation*
The autoradiographs showing distinct aggregates of reduced 
grains were found to be most suitable for photography. Borne prints of 
the distribution of calcium 45 in non#exchanged and exchanged onion 
roots have been prepared*
iKMAÎ.1
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The atitomdiographiô technique using w^vay films has been 
applied in studies on salt uptake with whole plants. However# the 
distribution of activity obtained by this method can be re3.ated to the 
different plant parts only# leaves# veins#root3 etc., since the 
technique does not permit a higher resolution*. The most successful 
use of detailed autoradiography with plant material has been in oytological 
studies Using $ S®® and As ® (l##151) * Bo work with other 
isotopes has been reported on plant tissues at the cellular level of 
autoradiography *
The jMjor part of the work reported in this thesis was 
carried out using calcium* Rubidium was used in a smaller number of 
experiments,
1* i T O i m  Aim BxciMGK Off oAioiHM m  i m B G  o m o n  eootb.
Onion roots for autoradiography were treated with a solution 
of calcium chloride containing 0*5 meq. Oa/1* and having an activity of 
5*5 i^ o/ml# Treatment with the isotope was continued for 16 hours to 
allow sufficient active uptake to take place# as shown by the uptake 
curve (Figure ?•). Some roots were treated with the above solution for
,.A
^  Figure 23 - Diagram of the general
distribution of calcium ions in the 
apical region of onion root before exchange
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7 hours anâ exchanged for X6 hours in an inactive oaXoiuia
chloride solution of the same concentration* Both types of material 
?/ere freeae dried and prepared for autoradiography by the procedure 
outlined in Appendix 1# The material treated with the radioactive solution 
only is r^erred to as non^ exohanged and that treated also with inactive 
calcium» as exchanged#
Autoradiographs of sections of roots from eight similar freese 
drying runs were set up so that adequate reproduction of results could 
he demonstrated* Median sections# 10»# îa thick# were used and an average 
of 100 slides were esqjosed from each m n^ The characteristic features 
of the autoradiographs were found to be readily reproducible*
General Distribution of in Mon-^ exohanged ^ ootse*
The distribution of Uf in non**exohanged onion roots is 
illustrated in figure 23* There was a relatively high general darkening 
of the autoradiographic film above the whole section but some areas of 
calcium localisation were evident* A certain amount of calcium was 
present in the outermost layer of cells and central cells of the rootoap. 
The epidermis demonstrated a high calcium uptake# particularly in the 
first 3 mm# length of root back from the tip * Beyond this region the 
calcium was more closely associated with the hypodermis* There was a 
general darkening of the film above the cortex In the region 1«^ 4 mm. 
back from the tip* Beyond this region# the number of reduced grains
u?
Figure 24. longitud inal section, 
of the iipicai region of onion root 
sho'Aing the localisation of 
ctùciuir. in the epiiern’.is before 
exchange. f f ’
figure 24a, Transverse section 
p f ; the apical region ioflonion root 
'showing the localisation of 
;calcium in the epidermis before 
exchange , f
■figure 24b. Photograph of a longitudinal section of the apical region 
of onion root showing the localisation of calcium in the 
epidermis before exchange.
■figure 25.
• • ^
Longitudinal section of the apical region of onion root 
showing the localisation of calcium in the hypodermis 
before exchange.
éBi
vmû m o h  However, the emâoâormls# in thio latter region, âid
éhow a âefinito loealieation of oalolnm«^
Distritetion at the #ell#ar
Boot 0api The looalieeâ in the ontemoet layer of cello 
formed aggfegatee of grains in the autoradiograph which were situated 
above the inner wall of the cell, that is to say, the cell wall not 
in contact with the bathing solution, The aggregates occurred mainly above 
the cells of the tip and m  i^ ore than one aggregate was found above each 
cell-* The uptsdeo in the central cells appeared to he of the same order
in the cell wall and the cytoplasm*
Epidermis; This tissue also absorbed calcium, the autoradiograph 
appearing as aggregates of grains* Again these were positioned above 
the cell wall, one per celly and %vere found above this layer of cells 
in the merlsternatic region as well as the more mature tissues* Aggregates 
of grains were not found above those cells more than # #  mm* back 
from the tip* figure 04 iliustra'fees the localisation of 0#^ in this 
tissue.
î^ vpoderîïiisî the activity associated with this tissue was 
confined to the cells more than 3 back from the root tip* A few 
aggregates of grains were observed but the number of reduced grains above
the cells was high* ( figure 05.)
gortical Eegions There was a general darkening of the film 
above the cortical parenchyma of the root tip, involving the meristemtic
V»
•SÇ
Figure 26 * Diagram of the 
apical region '
general digtribution of calcium ions JLn the 
of onion rqol/af ter exchange.
I Ï
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1000
Figure 27* Distribution of Ca** in non-«xphanged and exchanged 
onion roots.
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oelXs and the mature eella of the cortex up to a diatanoe of 5*4mm# 
hack from the root tip* Ho ag$rogate3 of graim were found »
Îliiâodermlsî The looaXiaation of was- apparent as a general 
darkening of the autoradiograph above the cells more than 8 m * hack 
from the tip» no aggregates of grains being found#
General Distribution of in ixohanged Roots;#
The autoradiographs of exchanged mterial have shown that 
oaloium was retained predominantly in the oortioal parenchyma, as well 
as the endodermis, hypodermic and the central region of the root cap# 
(figure 26»)# The retained calcium is localised over a definite length 
of cortical tissue stretching from the tip to a point approximately 
8*8 mm# back from the tip* Gounts on serial sections, cut transversely, 
shewed that there was a sone of especially high aotivity per unit area 
of section in both non*«exchanged and exchanged material» between 1*6 mm, 
and 3*0 mm# back from the tip (figure 27*)# for ease in describing this 
region it will be termed ^the region of calcium accumulation!
Distribution at the Gellular bevel;**
Root Gap; The activity in the outerwst layer vms remved by 
exchange but a few aggregates of grains were apparent in the central 
cells of the root cap* These aggregates were of a relatively small 
diameter and appeared to be situated within the cell wall but a more
Figure 28. Tangential section of the apical region of onion root 
showing the calcium retained in the inner cells of the 
root cap and in the protoxylem initials after exchange
Figure 28a. Photograph of the above region
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?igure 29 Longitudinal, section 
oé the- apical region of ; onion root 
showing the calcium retained in 
the hypoderniis after exchange /
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07 i_ n irc  .''0. L o n g i t u d in a l
s e c t io n the cortex in the
apical region of onion root showing 
The localisation of caJciam in the 
parenchyma after exchange in inactive calcium.
Figure 30 a Photograph to show the distribution of Ca^* in the cortical 
parenchyma after exchange in inactive calcium.
Figure 50b Fbotogreph to mhow the distribution of in the 
oortioal parenehyna after ezohange.
Figure 50e. Aotograph to show the distribution of Oaf* in the 
oortioal parenohyna after exchange.
Figure 31• Longitudinal section 
of the apical region of onion ~ 
root showing the. calcium retained 
in the endodermis after exchange-
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aoôumte association of #e anto^a&iogmphlo iimgô with a particular
oeil oomponent was not possible, ( figure 08»)
Ipiderîoiss The oaloium absorbed from the uptake solution was
completely removed,
lypodermisî The localisation of oaXcium was more distinct on
exohange. Aggregates of grains were found mainly above the inner
tangential walls of the o^la of this tissue beyond the region of calcium
aooumulation, ( figi%re 0&,)
Oortioal legion? the autoradiographs showed calcium to be
retained in the region of calcium accumulation# In the more deeply
stained preparations» the aggregates of grains appeared to be over the
edge of the cytoplasm of the cell near to the vacuole# The number of
cells demonstrating this localisation was greater in the inner cortex
and the region nearer the tip# The aggregates of grains were circular
and very dense# C fig u re  #0$)
.Bndodorinis? The localisation was more distinct on exchange*
the autoradiographic image consisted of a high number of reduced grains
distributed generally over the cell cytoplasm, as illustrated in figure 31,
Protoxylem Initials? After exchange » aggregates of grains of
greater density and diameter than those above the cortex» were found
above the protoxylem Initials as shown in Figure 28, They were positioned
within the cell wall but the spread of the aggregates prevented their
being associated i??ith a particular cell component*
fhe'distributions are summarised in Table IV*
Distribution of Ca**® in
TABLE IV 
^bn-exchanged andjExchanged.DhiohH^
TISSUE
■ ' ' /<- ' : - 
KO.K-EXCHAKGED. EXCHANGED ‘
Root Cap Os'* ® evenly distributed 
over belli wall and , 
cytoplasm!. Aggregates of 
gra ins in! film above , 
cell wall! in buter mo st 
layer of'"belÏ8^;%A -I" ^
Aggregates of grains in 
film above cells in 
centre of root can : those 
above outermost layer of 
cells not present in ; ■ 
exchanged materia1. \
Epidermis Aggregates^6f grains in 
film above cell walls in 
apical region of root. 
High number oT reduced . 
grains above length of 
tissue. !
Aggregates of grains not 
found above exchanged 
material, Low number of 
reduced grains above 
cells. _  : :•
Hypodermic Some aggregates of 
grains fodndJin film. 
Highest uptake in cells 
beyond region of Ca 
accumulation.
Aggregates of grains in 
film above those cells 
beyond the region of Ca 
accumulation.
: Cortical 
f  Region
- f.'
:ï . ' / ■
General uptake, mainly 
in cell walls. Region 
of high Ca"*® uptake 
from 1-3'fe mm. back 
from the root tip.
.Circular aggregates of 
grains in film, greatest 
in number above inner 
cortex and cells at tip 
or root. Regionl-3'5 ram. 
back from tip. Localis­
ation within cell wall.
Endodernds General uptake in cells 
beyond region of Ca
accumulation. -
!
. . i'.- ■ ■ ■ 1 '  !
Localisation of Ca*® 
within cell wall, does 
not appear as aggregates 
of grains in film.
. Protoxylem 
Initials
No localisation. Aggregates, of grains in . 
film. Localisation 
within cell wall.
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®ie retomtlom of ealoium after aeroral hours of oKohange mas 
not ooBsiêered to be suffioiont oyidonoe to assume that this retained 
oaloium \?aSÿ in faot# aotirely aooumuXatod* Also it does not preolude 
the possibility that; all the oaleium taken %  by the root has been 
passively absorbed and Is hound to different sell oonstituents with 
varying degrees of exohangeahiXity* %n order to determine the sites 
of passive and aotive proeesaes in the root* a oemparison has been . 
made in the following experiment between the uptake of oaloiu® in 
living and dead onion roots*
Onion roots tirere killed (a) hy boiling in tmter for M  mi#tes
and (h) hy .plaoing in liquid ether for SO minutes# %take and exchange
/
curves were constructed using solutions containing (MB me^ #0a/l* as 
shorn} in figure B2* for boiled roots. In each instance# the rapid initial 
uptake was followed by a slower phase to a level which rem|>ined constant 
after 100 minutes # A concentration factor of 6*^ 4 was obtained in 
comparison lïith a factor of ^ 1*4 at #0 minutes for living roots. *fhe 
exchange in inactive calcium was relatively rapid and tended to go to 
completion with boiled roots but* in the case of etheWcilXed material* 
the exchange curve levelled off as was observed with living roots. This 
would suggest that the roots, treated with ether were not killed but 
merely amestlietised and that they had regained their ability to retain 
calcium*
Figure 33- Diagram of the general distribution of calcium ions in the 
apical region of dead onion root before exchange#
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Eoot© were held i n  boiling water for 10 mimtée and D#a$quently 
treated according to the prooedure for living roots* Autoradiographs 
of non-exchanged and exchanged imterlal were set up# #e roots heoaa© 
soft OB heating and when finally rinsed,: the tissues tended to separate*
§oneral Distribution of in Hon^ exohanged Dead Onion Hoots î-^
figure ïïè* illustrates the general distribution in non^ exohanged 
boiled roots* % e  number of reduced grains above the entire seotlon 
was high but oalolum was looalised in the root oap, epidermis and 
endodermis * Also there was a certain amount of oaloium distributed 
generally in the oortioal region up to 0»0 mm* baok from the tip*
Beyond this area# oaloium appeared to be localised in individual cells*
Distribution at the Oellular levelî«
Boot 0apî Aggregates of grains were evident above the outarwat 
layer of cells# being positioned above the cell walls# Bo localisation 
was found in the central cells*
%idermis: Aggregates of grains were found above the cell walls 
of the epidermis in the region of calcium aocuxaulation as shown in 
figure 04#
Hypodermiss Beyond the region of calcium accumulation there 
was a high general darkening of the film above this tissue* Mo aggregates 
of grains were found#
Figure 54 - Longitudinal section of the! 
apical region of onion root showing 
the localisation of calcium in the t - i 
epidermis after killing of the roots j 
and treatment with isotope.
Figure 35 - Longitudinal-'section : 
of the apical region of dead ■ * I 
onion root showing the distribution 
of calcium in the cortex beyond! 
the region of calcium accumulation 
before exchange.
Figure 36, Diagram of the 
general distribution of. calcium, 
ions in the apical region of dead 
onion root after exchange.
»
Figure 37 Longitudinal section 
of the apical region of onion 
root showing the rlocalisationlpf 
calcium in the hypodermis in ; i; 
dead roots after exchange
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Oortioal Bogionï A vory high mmhar of raâuôaâ grains was 
fo'u'ïid over this regia»* distributed evenly over the cell walls and the 
oytoplasm* fhe extent of this region was similar to the region of 
oaloium aooumlation in living roots* though it was less well defined# 
Eoduoed grains were oolleoted into rough aggregates whioh were positioned 
above the oell walls of the paremohym^ tous oells of the cortex in the 
part of the root beyond the region of calcium accumulation- These 
aggregates were distinct from the onm observed in living roots after 
exchange as shown in figures 55# and ^ 0#
Endodermis# The uptake of calcium in the ©ndodermis was shown 
by a general darkening of the film above the cytoplasm of the cells, no 
aggregates of grains being present#
General Distribution of Oa'** in Exchanged Bead Onion Boots i«
The distribution of the calcium retained by the roots after 
exchange is shown in figure 36* The activity In the root cap and epidermis 
was removed completely while the major part of the calcium in the cortex 
was exchanged# The calcium absorbed by the endodermis and the hypodermis 
was more distinct on exchange, in the region beyond the region of 
oaloiwû accumulation# Only a slight uptake was found in the cortex over 
back from the root tip# Ho localisation was found in the proto* 
xylem initials of non*exchanged or exchanged dead roots#
Figure 36.Longitudinal-section 
of the apical region of onion root 
' showing the retention of calcium, in 
the endodernds after kil3ing the roots' 
and.exchanging under"normal conditions.
Figure 39 Longitudinal section 
of the apical region of dead 
onion root showing the calcium 
held in the cells of the cortex 
beyond the region of calcium 
accumulation, after exchange.
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TABLE; y
Comparison of the Distribution bfCa^®' ih Living and Dead Onion Roots
' '■ ' : . . ■' ' . -L- ' " f i  f  /- ' ' ' . \
_
r:
TISSUE
- ' KOR^kcHANftH) ' ■ ■ '
Living f :■ Dead
..  ^^ .;:.:. _L _.. ;: - ■ - '
Living Dead
. 7' ' . i-
iloot Gap
■ î
.  ^ -'f-
General andi f ■ 
aggregates, pf 
grains in filn
’ .....' :
As.in living
roots . ' ' f- •■ -Ï- -:■ ■ ■ ' c:
Aggregates 
above cells 
in centre 
.of root oagf
V rt. . • ,
No- localis­
ation .
-
- T-i-Lf .4 ■ .
Spidermià
r. rd,  ^,
Aggregates . 
above cell j 
walls in j 
region of Ca 
aecunulation.
As in living 
roots .
No localis- 
ation.
No localis­
ation •
Hypodermis
; J ' "..4 -• "
 ^\ ;î 1
Highest Up-f; 
-take in cells 
bey0rid 3*5mm,
• ■ ' H-i , • ;
, , .■ -r:;:
As in living 
roots •
.'-r-'- . . x; .
Aggregates v 
above cells 
f eÿohd, rçg-.: 
idnpffCa 
. accumulation.
As in living 
roots .
Cortical
Région,
General; upvj / 
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Distribution at the Oelluiar Level i**
%podermls : Giraular aggregates of grains were found above the 
walls of those oells beyond the region of oaloium acoumlatlon ( figure 37*).
Bndodermle; In the tissue beyond the region of oalolum aooumulation 
the endodermal uptake appeared as a general darkening of the film whioh 
was similar to the distribution in living roots ( figure #.).
Oortioal Region: Traoes of oaloium were left after exohange in 
the region of the root more than mm# back from the tip ( FigureSÔ.).
The features of the distribution of oaloium found in living and 
dead oniion roots before and after exchange are summarised in Table ?. The 
signifioanoe of partioular points of distribution in relation to the 
meohanisms involved in uptake will bo oonsidered at the end of the seotlon, 
The following sub^ seotions desoribe the results of other e#eriments 
designed to extend the soope of the investigation on oaloium uptake and to 
yield additional information bearing on particular features of the 
distribution of calcium described above,
3, (a) A m  m o m m B  of üâigium m  m m B  m  B m i o B x o M  bp..
It was felt that the epidermal/hypoderml uptake in onion roots 
was not sufficiently well defined and that a root having a clearly different* 
i&ted epidermis and hypodermis should be investigated, An uptedce and 
exchange curve for roots of Dendrobium sp* was plotted as shown in Figure IB, 
The shape of the curve was similar to that obtained using onion roots 
but the concentration factor of 3*7 was considerably lower than that
V.
• • k
Figure 40 , Diagram of the general distribution of calcium ions in the 
apical region of the root of Dendrobium sp, before exchange
,v- '
1
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obtained for onion roots* Boots of DendroMom sp* were treated with & 
labelled solution of oaloium chloride and exohanged in an inaotiire solution 
aooording to the procedure detailed in Appendix 1*
3inoe the roots are of a muoh greater diameter than onion roots# 
smaller pieces# of shorter length than diameter# were freeae dried in 
order to prevent unduljr long drying times*
General Mstrihutlon of in #n*exohanged loots
figure #* illustrates the overall distribution of oaloium in 
non«exohanged roots and it appears to be generally similar to that obtained 
with onion roots* fhere was a region of high oaloium uptake stretching
from the root tip to a point approximately 5 mm# back from the tip# %e
localisation in the outermost layer of cells and inner cells of the root 
cap was repeated* #e increased endoderml and hypodermal uptake in the 
tissues beyond the region of calcium accumulation was similar to the uptake 
in onion roots# fhe higher epideraml uptake occurred as before in the 
region of calcium accumulation and was evident in each layer of this tissue-
Distribution at the Oellular levels**
Boot Gap: Several large aggregates of grains were observed 
above the outermost layer of cells# predominantly in those oells at the 
tip of the root* ^hey appeared to be situated above the cell walls# The 
localisation in the inner cells of the root cap was not as well defined
region of a root of
epidermis
Longitudinal .section of the apical 
Dendrobium sp* shewing calcium localised in the
Figure
before exchange
Figure 42, 
section of
Longitudinal ; 
the apical region 
of a root of Dendrobium sp. Î 
showing the calcium absorbed into 
the hypodermis and parenchyma of the
the cortex before exchange.
Figure 43. Diagram of the general distribution of calcium ions in the ;
apical region of the root of Dendrobium sp. after exchange.;
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, ■ , I TABLE VI
- ! I . , ’
Distribution of Ca^® In Roo‘ts of Dendrobium sp. before and after }3xcrange.
V TISSUE . NON-ExbHARCED EXCHANGED
Root Cap,
1
i1
Aggregates of grains in 
film above ’outermost 
layer i
, ' i ■ ■
ho localisation.
Epidermis Several aggregates per 
cell; most in cells near 
tip; localisation in 
region of Ca accumulation
Most of Ca** exchanged; 
some aggregates in cells 
at tip.
Hypodermis Uptake greatest in cells 
beyond region of Ca 
accumulation. A few 
aggregates present in 
film. ly
Several small aggregates 
of grains above each cell; 
above inner radial wall.
Cortical
Region
Mainly above cell walls: 
.no aggregates visible: 
region of uptake as in 
onion roots i
î-:-:
A few aggregates in film 
above this tissue; Ca** 
localised within cell 
wall.
Endodermis General uptake within 
cell walls Î in cells 
beyond regipn of Ca 
accumulation.
Several aggregates above 
outer radial cell wall of 
each cell beyond region 
of Ca accumulation.
Protoxylem
Initials
No localisation. No localisation, y
5 1 v
that Im onlom m à  it appmrM a$ a general darkening of the
film above this area*
%idermist In m t ^  instaneesi more than one aggregate of grains 
was found above the oell walls Of a single oell* laoh layer of oells 
exhibited oaloium looaliaation# the outermost layer showing the greatest 
number of aggregates of grains ( figure 41*)*
îSypodermls« fhe terkening of the automdiographio film due 
to oaloium present in the oell walls was sufficient to mask any localised 
isotope^ A few rou# aggregates of grains were observed above the inner 
tangential wall of the cells beyond the region of calcium accumulation 
as show in figure 42*
■Oortioal Regions fhera was a distinct darkening of the film 
above the cell walls of th# parenchyma of the corte%, particularly in 
the region of calcium accumulation but no aggregates of grains were 
found ( figure 41*).
indoderîüisê The endodermis demonstratad an increased 
absorption, of calcium in the same longitudinal region of the root in 
which the hypodermal uptake occurred ( figure 42#).
General distribution of in &changed Hoots
The major part of the calcium absorbed into the epidermis 
appeared to be exchangeable but the isotope tAken up by the hypodermis and 
endodenois was retained* The root cap and cortical parenchyma showed a 
limited retention of calcium ( figure 43*)^ (Table vi).
Figure 4 4 Longitudinal 
section of the apical 
region of a root of 
Dendrobium sp■ showing 
localisations pC calcium 
in the hypodermis and 
endodermis after exchange
Pigure45, Longitudinal section of the apical region of a root
of Dendrobium sp. showing a localisation of calcium in the 
parenchyma of the cortex and the epidermis after exchange *
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d^istribution at the Oelluiar hetreis**
Eoot Cap* lo^ t of the oaXoium v/as exchanged, the reminder 
being held in the central oeXîâ* #  definite aggregates of grains were 
found*
ISpidarmiss 0Ome oaloium remained in the meristematic cells# 
Aggregates of grains were found above this area hut to a leaser extent 
than in non*exohanged roots# in the more mature tissues, a few aggregates 
of grains were found in the outermost layer only*
liypodermis# Several aggregates of grains wore visible above 
the inner tangential wall of each cell in the region beyond the region 
of calcium accumulation# These were roughly circular in shape and 
occurred above the cell wall#( figure 44*)
Cortical Regions Bmll aggregates of grains were found to be 
present above the parenchimatous cells of the cortex# formally more than 
one aggregate occurred above each cell# some above the vacuole and. some 
more closely associated with the cell wall ( Figure 45#)# The region of 
uptake ?;as aimilar to that in onion roots#
Bndodermia $ Figure 44. also illustrates the localisation in 
the endodermis* In the roots of Bendx'obium sp#$ the autoradiographs 
showed roughly circular aggregates of grains associated wi# the outer 
tangential walls of the cells* often more than one per cell. The 
greatest uptake occurred in the cells beyond the region of calcium 
accumulation#
Frotoxylem Initials; Wo aggregates of grains were found above 
this tissue, only a general darkening of the autoradiographic film.
Figure 46.Longitudinal) section of the apioàl;region of a root 
of Amaryllis! sp:. showing the presence of Ca'® in 
calcium oxalate crystals.
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tti  the preliminary experiments, several different roots were 
investigated* of which the roots of Amr^ rllis sp. were the least efficient 
in absorbing oalcidm. The eonoentration factor# in this case# did not 
exceed one# A few autoradiographs were-set up of exchanged and non^  
exchanged material* The distribution of calcium in the epidermal 
and hypodermal tissues in the apical region of the root is of interest 
since calcium oxalate crystals were present in these tissues# There was 
a definite localisation of reduced grains in the autoradiographic film 
.above the needle-shaped crystals ( fi^e 46*)* Due to the low amunt 
of calcium absorbed# the only area of calcium uptake in the other tissues 
of the root# was in the mature cells of the endodermis* After exchange 
a certain amount of calcium was still present in the clusters of crystals 
suggesting a very slow exchange*
4# tiPTAiB A m momHGB Of GAmmm m  tm f^sbrgb qf sthqmiïïm;
(a) The If feet on Dalcium Uptake;-
Dation exchange is assumed to be unseleotive but the active 
phase has been shown to be selective (8#6-9)* The following experiment 
was designed to determine the selectivity of the absorption processes 
ooodrring in the different tissues#
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Kigiu’e 47. Uptake of calelum from an equinK>lar solution of 
Oalcium•chloriôe and strontium chloride.
Figure 48, Diagram of thej general die tribu tion of oalcium iqhé in the 
apical region of onion roots after treatment with a two 
gait solution.! "
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An uptake and exchange curve for calcium in the presence of 
an et^ uimolar concentration of otrontium ic given in figure 47* ü!he 
total cation concentration wac mintained at 0^ 5 meq*Gation /I# It can 
be seen that the curve rapidly levels off after an initial rapid uptake^  
and the concentration factor in this instance , did not exceed one#
Autoradiographs were set up of material treated with the two 
salt mixture and a f m  after exchange in inactive calcium#
G'Cnoral Distribution of
figure 4B* represents the distribution of in non^ exohanged 
material# A localisation of calcium was found in the epidermis of the 
apical region of the root and^  in thé region beyond 5*5 mm* back from 
the tip# the uptake appeared to be associated with the hypodermis*
Also* in this latter region# the endoder«ds showed an increased absorption 
of • The parenchyma of the cortex showed a slight concentration up 
to a distance of approximately 5*5 mm back from the root tip^  (Table vil),
Distribution at the Oollular level;#
Eoot Oapé The root cap showed a slight general uptake in the 
Central region* Aggregates of grains were found above the cell walls of 
the outermost layer of cells. The localisation was not found after exchange, 
Epidermis ; The uptalce pattern in the epidermis was similar 
to that obtained after treatment with a single salt solution# Aggregates
.TABLE V I I
Comparison of the Distribution of Ga** in Onion Roots Treated with
Singlejand Two Salt Solutions.
TISSUE
vr ‘  ^ JXr ■. - -.. . •
UPTAKE,IE GaCl^ UPTAi:.E. IN CaCla+ SrCl,
Root Cap ;Ca*3 evenly distributed 
oyer cell wall and cyto- _ 
u;, plasm. Aggregates of
V5grains in film above 
: ' cell wall in ioutefmqst/ r; 
layer of cells . . . ,
Aggregates of grains as 
in roots treated with 
Gael .
Epidermis Aggregates of grains in 
film above cell walls in 
apical region of root. 
High number of reduced 
grains above|length 
of tissue. ,
Similar distribution . 
snowing aggregates of 
grains above this tissue.
Hypodermis Some aggregates of grains 
: found in film. Highest 
- uptake in ceils beyond 
region of Ca laccumulation.
Similar distribution 
to that in roots treated 
with CaGlg,
: Cortical  ^
Region .
General uptake, mainly 
in cell walls, Region 
of high Ca** Îuptake 
: from 1-3*5 mm. back 
from root tip.
No aggregates of grains 
were found. Region 
: of Uptake 1-5•5 mm, .
Endodermis General uptake in cells 
; beyond region of Ga 
accumulation;
Similar distribution of 
C&4S '
Protoxylem 
Initials ,
No localisation. No localisation.
5fH
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Figure 49. The effect of exchange in strontium chloride solution 
on the retention of calcium by onion roots.
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Of grains wore found above the cell wall» of thia tic cue up to a distance 
of approximately 5*5 mm bade from the root tip* Ho oalcium remained 
after exchange*
Hypodermis « A few aggregates of grains were found above the 
cell walls of the hypodermis in the region beyond the region of calcium 
accumulation* tühe oalcium was retained after exchange*
Cortical Region; ü?he cell walls of the parenchyma showed a 
slight localisation of oalcium which was removed by exchange.
îiîndodormis ! Shere was a slight darkening of the film above the 
cytoplasm of the cells# no aggregates of grains being present* After 
exchange a certain amount of calcium was retained.
Frotox:ylem Initials; Mo localisation was observed* feble VII
I .
summarises the distribution of calcium in onion roots after treatment 
with a single salt and a two salt solution#
(b) exchange of Calcium with strontium;#•
The effect of strontium on the exchange characteristics of 
onion roots is shown in figure 49. Bxohange v/as carried out in a solution 
of strontium chloride containing 0*5 meci*Sr/l* after treatment with an 
active solution of oalcium chloride having a similar concentration of 
the cation* It appears from the curve that with extended treatment# 
exchange of calcium by strontium may have gone to completion*
Autoradiographs of exchanged roots were set up by the procedure 
detailed in Appendix 1#
iFi^re 50* Diagram of thé geheral distributioiv of calcium ions in the 
apical region ofànion roots after uptake from a solution 
of* calcium chloride and subsequent Exchange in strontium 
 ^ S' / ' chloride . - / ■'S ^
: r
' r
TABLE V I I I
Comparison of the Distributions Obtained on Exchange in Calcium Chloride' 
and Strontium Chlorideiafter Uptake in Labelled Calcium Chloride.
TISSUE EXCHiVK’CE, IK CALCIUM EXCHANGE IN STRONTIUM
Root Cap
1 ' 
Aggregates of grains in
film above central cells.
Î
No localisation.
Epidermis Ko localisation,
i
No localisation. ;
Hypodermis
I . , 
Aggregates in film 
above cell Walls in 
.those cells 1 beyond the 
region of Cd accumulation.
No localisation ,
Cortical
Region
Numerous circular 
aggregates 'Gif grains 
in film aboye apical 
region of root. Local­
isation within cell walls.
Ga** almost entirely; 
removed. The isotope 
in the region of the 
endodermis was last to 
exchange ,
Protoxylem
Initials
. . ’ 1 ; 
Localisation of Ca*^ 
within cell walls.
1 ■ V , ' :
. . ... . „ ' i': :... . ,..
Aggregates of grains 
present in film.
5 6 ;
figura 56* llluatmtm #e âiatributâoii of 0a"*® after 17 hours 
oxoMnge t n  strontium ohloriâe. Thé epMerml oalcium and that of the 
outer layers of the root eap hare been removed which is similar to 
roots exchanged in calcWi chloride# The oalcium left after exchange 
was present in the hypodermis^  endodermis and Inner cortex., (Table viii).
Bistrihution at the delXular l^ eveli*
Eoot 6ap5 Mo activity %ms retained in the cehtral cells of 
the root cap.
%podermi#: A fm t aggregates of grains were visible after 
exchange# These were confined to those cells beyond the region of 
calcium accumulation* they were positioned above the cell wall as shown 
in figure 80# for roots exchanged in the usual way#
Cortical legions The calcium retained in the cortex was 
limited to the inner cortex» again localised within the cell wall, as in 
figure 60,
fndodermie# The autoradiographs showed the same distribution 
of calcium in the endodermis as that obtained with exchange in calcium 
chloride*( figure 51#)
protoxylem Initials: Aggregates of grains were present 
above these cells, as in figure 90#
57o
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An indication of the mture of the sites involved in passive
binding meohanisms is given by the autoradiographs# The looaXisations 
in the epidermis and î^ ypodermis are particularly associated with the 
cell wall and it is possible that ion exchange occurs in the epidermis 
on the péotic components of the cell vmll# The possibility of an active
binding mechanism to constituents of the cell cytoplasm cannot be
disregarded in the case of the endodermal and cortical localisations.
An attempt has been mde in the following experiments to extract the 
labelled calcium compounds from sectioned material and excised roots 
by the use of solvents and ensymes.
Since the freese drying technique was time-consuming, the 
effect of nornial chemical fixatives on the distribution of absorbed and 
retained calcium was first determined#
(a) Chemical fixatives?-»*
Roots were treated under the adopted conditions with calcium 
cîiloride and exchanged in the following two fixatives, firstly with no 
added oalcium and secondly with oalcium added to give a concentration 
of 0*0 meq#0a/l*
Fleming’s Strong Fixatives 0-370 acetic acid
0*48/â osmic acid 
0*79}!i chromium trioxide 
water to 160 mis.
400
500
500
200
150
100
Carnoy
Calcium
X“ Osraic acid
0 50 '100 150
1 time in minutes 
;4Pigure 51 . Exchange: of Ca^® -from onion roots in fixative solutions
200 50
58'i
Oamoy le Brm 10 eas# lOOlS ethyl l^oohel
ID 008, glaolel aoetic aeid
10 000* ehloroform
aero«rio oiiloride to aatumtlon,
% e  0m hm $o ou3?ves are Bresemted in flgnre 61* for the
e^ pm^ lment with added oalolnm* # e  owvea obtained with no added oaloinm
were of a siailar mtnre*
%er# was a marked inorease in the activity in the roots after
lOD mlnntee in the Oarnoy le Brun fiagative which flight he attributed to
the formation of additional binding aitea on the surface of the root*
final count in the roots after exchange in the fixative
containing oaminm tetr03s:ide or osmlc acidu was markedly lower than that
in' the roots exchanged in calcium alone* fhe only difference in the
action of the two fixatives g due to their oheMcal oomi^ onents# appears to
he in their ability to split carhohydratea. ti!he chrominm trioxlde
present in flaming'a fixative is reported to oxidise carbohydrates to
aldehydes (144), Aldehydes were found to he present in this fimtive
after us©,
$he results suggest^  therefore^  that the chromium trioxide 
coi%)on@nt acta either on the constituents of the cell wall or by 
affecting the permeability of the tonoplast^  thereby allowing a free 
exchange of calcium*
Autoradiographs of exchanged and mn#ezchanged onion roots# 
prepared after fixation in Darnoy 1© Brun fixative for 9 îîdnutes and 
embedding in pamfi'ln# did not show a localisation of In any tissue.
microscope
slide 1__
area directlj 
under end- 
window of 
the counter■
<  --
^dgure 52 Planchetor.counting sectioned material|i:
; TABIE IX
Solvents used in the extraction of Ca** from onion roots.
SOLVENT : : v’  ^’ TRSAT;>Ekr tiiVÏÈRIAl. RBVO'.'ED
Perchlofic:ac idv 10,( acid at ^C, 12 hrs. m  ; (146);
Perchloric acid 5,u acid at 6 0 , 30 rain S;./ ;RNA + ÛNA (146) k; , :
-Hydrochloric acid : 1 N , at 37°C, 3 h^rsl/'.;; ;RKA + DNA : :,(147)1VV-' i;.:
Trichloracetic acid 4/0 ac id a t : 90 , 15rains RKA f DNA (ÿyi
T ri c h10 ra ç e tic acid lO.t .aojld at 4"Q/ IH hrs. /RNA +.DNA / , (14V):
Alcohol/ether Hot ^ 3 0  mins*/ Lipid phosphorus : (147)'
Sodium hydroxide Dilute! i 15 mihs Phosphoprotein (147)' ; •
Pyri.iine ; 17‘^C, 30 rains* , Lipids :’(i47);'
Pyridine 60°C , 4 ,hrs. Lipids / j, ■ (I47)r
Ether Hot,31 changes• Lecithins (147) •
f hloroforny^aicohol ,- Hot, 3 changes. ■ Lipids ; (147)
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(b) Action of Solvents;*
Exchanged onion root material was prepared and sectioned 
according to the procedure outlined in Appendix 1* A special planohet 
was prepared from Perspex so that a microscope slide could be carried 
on it# Sections were placed on slides so that when introduced into the 
lead castle of a Geiger counter* the sections were directly underneath 
the end window* as shown in Figure 52# In this way, sections oould be 
counted before and after treatment# Five lOu sections were placed on 
each slide and these were treated with the solvents listed in Table IX.
It was found that aqueous solvents caused an immediate and 
complete loss of activity from the sections while fat solvents removed 
only slight amounts. In the latter instance, the distribution of 
calcium remaining in the root was similar to the distribution in 
exchanged living roots*
(c) Action of Bnzymea on Excised Hoots:*
The unrestricted removal of activity from sectioned material 
by aqueous solvents led to an examination of the action of enzymes on 
excised roots# The five ensymes selected for use were oellulase, 
pectinase, pepsin, ribonuolease and alkaline phosphatase. Onion roots 
were treated (a) for 3 hours in contact with the ensyme followed by 
normal uptake and exchange ( pre* treat ment ) and (b) with Ca’*® followed 
by exchange in calcium chloride and subsequently treated for 3 hours
TABLE X
Effect of Treatment with Enzymes on the Retention of 
by Onion Roots after Exchange.
E N Z Y m P R E - T R E A T M T POST-TREATMENT
Pectinase The distribution of Ca*® 
in each tissue was 
similar to that in 
untreated roots except 
in the hypodermis where 
no localisation was 
found.
Distribution similar 
to pre-treated roots.
Oellulase Similar distribution to 
that obtained with 
untreated roots.
Hypodermal localisation 
was not found.
Pepsin Similar distribution to 
untreated roots but the 
endodermal uptake was 
less marked.
Distribution similar 
to pre-treated roots.
Ribonuolease Similar distribution to 
normal exchanged roots 
but the size of the 
aggregates of grains 
above the cortical 
parenchyma was increased.
Similar distribution to 
untreated roots.
Alkaline
Phosphatase
Similar distribution to 
untreated roots.
Similar distribution to 
untreated roots.
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with the emyme ( poet^ treatment )#
The foot celle were found to undergo normal plaemolyeie after 
treatment with the emyme solutions and it is assumed that the latter 
did not have an adverse effect on the root metabolism# The counts on 
the roots were too alike to show any effect of the ensyme treatment* 
Autoradiographs were prepared and the distribution of Oa"*® in the main 
tissues is detailed in fable X* Pectinase and oellulase appear to h#ve 
the greatest effect# The action of pepsin and rihonuelease is less 
definite#
niBQmstQR*
1, Validity of the Autoradiographic Results:*
It was shown in the preliminary experiments on the development 
of the technique that displacement of during freezing and drying 
is unlikely under the adopted conditions* Movement of the autoradiographic 
film during the preparation of the permanent mount is possible hut any 
displacement of the aggregates of grains in relation to their characteristic 
position above the cell was not sufficient to he noticeable* The ready 
reproducibility of the results a3.so confirms that the autoradiographs 
obtained* are a true representation of the distribution of the calcium 
absorbed and retained by the roots following the different treatments*
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2$ Vaouolar Accumulation of Calcium?*
In Table V# the pattern of uptake and exchange of in
living roots ia compared with that in dead material* In the living roots# 
calcium was retained in the cortical parenchyma# hypodermis# endoder^ aie# 
cells of the root cap and the protoxylem initial cells * In similar dead 
material# however# the localisations in the parenchyma of the cortex# 
root cap and protoxylem initials were absent and it is assumed# therefore# 
that the uptake into these tissues occurred by an ^ active’ process*
Since the accumulation in the root cap is small in comparison to that 
of the cortex, and the uptake into the protoxylem initial cells is 
probably connected with translocation# the discussion of possible vacuolar
aoounnilation will be limited to the localisation observed in the cortical
(
paronchyim#
The formation of dense circular aggregates of grains suggests 
a smll re^larly shaped or p^oint’ source of activity* The number of 
atoms involved in the formation of each aggregate la in the order of 
4 X 10**® or 2*8 x 1#^ atoms of calcium when calculated from the
activity present in a 10  ^section* It is not easy ivith such a small 
weight of material ( approximately 4.x 10’*^*' gm#)# to anticipate how the 
soluble solids of the vacuolar sap would dry during freese drying and how 
the dry material would behave when prepared for sectioning* By analogy 
with large scale models# it is possible that the material dries to a 
powder which might be expected to fall to the floor of the vacuole* It 
is most likely that the material would form an arc at the edge of the
vacuole# giving rise to am elongated aggregate of grains in am autoradio* 
graph* The weight of the dry material will he very low and a 
redistribution of the powder might occur during subsequent treatment*
The manor in which this redistribution would occur is purely speculative. 
The mterlal might he carried on the surface of the embedding medium 
to the opposite side of the vacuole or be evenly distributed in the 
medium* In either case# it is unlikely that a small source of activity 
would be formed* Adhesion of the atoms to the sides of the vacuole 
may occur but an arc of mterial would still be present*
In the autoradiographs of stained sections# the aggregates 
are more closely associated with the edge of ■ the cytoplasm than the 
vacuole. However# a section thickness of 10/# is not ideal for the 
identification of m  autoradiographic image with a particular cell 
component since# in m n j cases# part of the cell beneath the one being 
investigated# may influence the result* The question then arises as to 
whether there is aï^ possible centre of accumulation in the cytoplasm 
consistent with such a small source* Galoium uptake has been associated 
with the mitochondria and microsomes by several authors (70 #113 #143)# but 
there is no evidence to suppose that they or any other cell constituent 
are localised into a particular area in the cell*
The proximity of the aggregates of grains to the vacuole 
suggests that the tonoplast itself my be the site of calcium aooumulation* 
However# it is expected that any accumulatozy mechanism would operate 
over the entire surface of the membrane. In terms of ion pumps# as used
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by mcRobble and Dainty * It is possible that a ealoium pump might be 
associated with the tonoplast but the autoradiOgraphio results would 
require the restMotion of such a mechanism to a partloular point in 
the membrane# which seems improbable#
The autoradiographs of exchanged living roots show that the 
meristematio cells are particularly active in acoumulating oaloium.
In the event of vacuolar aooumulation# the mature cells would be expected 
to aooumulate oalcium to a greater extent than meristematio cells, The 
ooourrenoe of a definite region of oalcium aoomoulatlon also suggests 
that there are several factors influencing the accumulation of salts by 
roots which have yet to be assessed, ,
3# Oalcium Uptake by Boots of Dendrobium sp.s#
m - .
,  ^ ' ■ The investigations on the roots of Dendrobium sp # indicate
that the general pattern of calcium uptake and consequently the basic 
mechanisms of uptake are common to the roots of different plant species* 
Borne slight differences are apparent in the extent to which calcium 
is localised In the various tissues in the two species studied but this 
is to be expected in vimv of the structural and physiological differences 
between the two types of roots# In the case of onion roots, a nutrient 
solution constantly surrounds the roots but the roots of Dendrobium sp, 
must absorb salts very rapidly from intermittent bathing solutions, the 
spongy epidermis being equipped to retain moisture and dissolved nutrients
after the bathing solution is removed# Therefore It Is to he expected 
with these roots that the physical processes of absorption# such as 
ion exchange and. adsorption# will he of partieular importance giving a 
■rapid uptake* The epidermis was found to demonstrate a high proportion 
of oaloium held by ion .exchange in the cell walls, being freely 
exchangeable* The relatively large mjaount retained in the meristemtio 
region of this tissue# after exchange# suggests that adsorption to 
components of the cell wall also occurs with the fonmtion of complexes 
having .a low degree of exchangeability ^ of the mineral ion*
In the roots of Dendrobium sp*, the calcium held in the epidermis, 
hypodermis and endodermis which is assumed to be passively absorbed* #11 
together represent a relatively large proportion of the total calcium 
retained after exchange* As a result* the amount of actively absorbed 
material, appears to be comparatively low* This fact is borne out by the 
autoradiographs of exchanged material which show a correspondingly low 
number of ag^egates of grains above the parenchyma of the cortex*
4* Boleotivity:^
Further evidence to associate the active phase of absorption 
with the parenchyma of the cortex is available from the results of the 
■experiments concerned with selectivity* In these experiments* the total 
cation concentration in the treatment and exchange solutions was 
maintained at 0*8 meq*/l# and the calcium activity* although reduced 
to i*5 ^ o /A é  was still sufficient to give the characteristic autoradiograph
Ho diffea*once waa found between the autoradlo$rapha of mteriaX treated 
with a aingXe aalt aolutlon and thaae of roota treated with a mixture 
of oalelum and atrontium ions* On exehange# however# it waa found that 
no oalolum had been aooumlated from the two salt treatment into the 
cortical parenchyma and protosqylem initials* It is assumed, therefore, 
that the processes of absorption into these tissues are selective and 
hence are active processes*
I’he effects of exchange in a solution of strontium chloride 
after the norml uptake treatment are outlined in Table I%* A slow 
exchange was found to occur under these conditions from the parenchyma 
of the cortex, the activity in the inner cortex being the last to exchange* 
It is not certain whether that taken up by the protoxylem initials is 
merely alow to exchange or is not available for exchange* The endodermal 
and î^ ypodermal calcium was also slow to exchange but that in the epidermis 
was readily removed* It is assumed, therefore, that under conditions 
favouring exchange, the actively absorbed calcium can bo removed* At 
first this result appears oontraty to the proposed mechanism of vacuolar 
accumulation# However, it has been reported (6), that by depriving a 
root of a particular ion, the ions in the vacuolar sap are released for 
translooatlon within the plant.
0 # The Action of Solvents and Bnsymes on Accumulated Oalotum;**
Since relatively few autoradiographs were exposed in the studies 
on the extraction of the binding sites, it is considered that no definite
6 6
ooneluslom cm be drawn from the results* At first# the rapid loss 
of calcium from sectioned material when exposed to aqueous solvents 
appears contrary to the continued retention of calcium observed after 
17 hours exchange* In the event of vacuolar accumulation# however# the 
material in the now open vacuoles of the section would be expected to 
diffuse readily in water. The results, therefore, support the hypothesis 
of vacuolar accumulation.
The observations made on the effect of pootinase and callulase 
on excised roots lend support to the possibility that poetic compounds 
or cellulose are involved in the process of ion exchange* The action 
of pepsin appears to be restricted to the endodersds but the effect is 
not definite. It appears that pre*treatment with ribonuelease causes 
an increase in the diameter of the aggregates of grains above the cortex 
in the region of calcium accumulation* It is considered that this 
evidence is, in itself, insufficient grounds on which to base any 
conclusion as to the nature of the binding sites.
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Figure 53. Uptake and'exchange curve for rubidii 
with onibn roots f “
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A GABION.
It was felt that a comparison should h© mde between the uptake 
and retention of oaloium and that of a monovalent cation* Bhe available 
isotopes of monovalent oations are a mixture of g and 0"radiations *
Hh®® has a lower percentage of y radiation, than and and has a 
half life of 18*6 days# It was found that a solution having an activity 
of was re#lred to give a satisfactory exposure time* Bhe
following experiments were carried out using the procedure'adopted for 
calcium^  treatment solutions containing 0*5 me<j#Eh/l..
fhe uptake and exchange curve for onion roots using a solution 
containing 0*5 meq* Bb / 1# is given in figure 55# Although the 
concentration factor is not equivalent to that obtained with calcium 
after the same period of time» the shape of th© curve is similar. A 
relatively small proportion of the total rubidium absorbed is exchangeable 
and the slop© of the linear part of the curve is greater than the slope 
of the calcium uptake curve using the same material ( f^igures 7* and 55#)*
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: Fiÿxre 5:4. Diagram of the 
general distribution of rubidium 
ions in the-apical^region of onion root 
efore..;ex6hange-:^
Figure 55. T 
of the apical region of loi^on 
root showing the ïopalisatîdh 
of rubidium in the epidermis 
!:■ before exchange. ; ' ' ' :
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Figure 5Fv. : Longi tudina} ,;
sectioriHof the apical' region 
of onion, root slinwihg thè \ 
distributiOn^of; rubidium in - 
the inner cortex before '
exchange. ■: o . - .
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DietriWtlom of EootBî*
#0 automâioifâpha obtained with Eh^  ^were generally similar 
to thoee already deaorihed for oaloinm* { tigare S4*) fhere was a 
similar ssone of uptake in the #ioal region of the root beyond which 
the hypoterMc and the emdcdormi# both demonstrated increased absorption 
of rubidium* fhe epiderii&o showed a lower absorption of rubidium and 
only a slight absorption was apparent in the central cells of the root cap.
Distribution at the Cellular beyeli**
loot Daps #e uptake of rubidium appeared In the autoradiograph 
as a general darkening #f the film abora the central cells» no aggregates 
of grains being found*
Bpidermlsî âs in calcium absorption, aggregates of grains 
were present aboire the cell walls. fhe aggregates were similar in shape 
and diameter to those observed with non**eatchanged calcium treated roots 
but they were fewer in number and were less dense* the uptake was again 
restricted to the cells in the region of calcium accumulation*( figure 55*) 
Hypodermisi similar aggregates of grains were found above the 
hypodermic beyond the region of calcium accumulation* fhey were positioned 
above the cell wall ( figure M * )*
Cortical Eegion; Distinct groupings of grains were evident 
above the parenchyma of the corte%* #e reduced grains wore not formed 
into circular aggregates but appeared as a line along the edge of the vacuole
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58. Diagram of thp général distribution of rubidium ions in the 
apical region ofjonion root aftdr exchange.
m *
This Xooalioation was restricted to the same area of the root as the 
region of oaloinm aoowmlation^ again appearing above more cells in the 
inner cortege* The increased localisation in the merimtew^ tic cells x^ hioh 
was found with calcium treated roots* was not repeated with rubidium* 
gome activity was present in the cell walls but considerably less than 
the calcium held in non^ e^^ cohanged roots ( B'igirre 07.)*
BndoderiJils t Rubidium was found to be localised within the 
cell wall of those cells of the endodermls beyond the region of calcium 
accumulation *
Proto5sylem Initials; A few aggregates of grains were found 
above these oells but this localisation was not always found to be present, 
was localised within the cell wall ( Figure #7*),
Distribution of Bb®* in lilxohanged Boots;*
The autoradiographs of exchanged roots showed a slight decrease 
in the amount held in the cortex and a complete removal of epidermal 
rubidium* The material in the ©ndoderrols and hypodermis was retained 
( Figure 58. ).
Distribution at the Gellular heyel;*
Boot cap; A slight amount of rubidium was retained but no 
defin3,te localisation was observed*
Bpidertds; The rubidiuni was completely removed*
Fi^re: "59 f longitudinal sbotion 
of the apical region^dif onion 
root showing the rubidium' 
localised in the cortical! 
parenchyma after exchange'.
Figure 60. Longitudinal section 
of the apical region of onion root 
showing the rubidium retained in 
the endodermis after exchange
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îiÿl)oderTaisî fho aggregates of grains were more distinct on
exchange^
Cortical Region: $he rubidiwra present in the cell walls was 
removed hut the activity in the vacuoles was retained ( Figure 59,), 
Endodermis : îhe rubidium taken up by the endoder^ nis was
found to be non*e%changeable, fho autoradiographs showed rubidium to 
be held generally in the cell cytoplasm, no aggregates of grains being 
present ( Figure 60*)*
2é Dimmsiom:-
Table XI summarises the distributions obtained with the 
divalent cation and the monovalent cation. It is apparent that most 
aspects of the absorption process are ooiimon to both ions* The region 
of calcium accumulation in the root, as well as the tissues in which 
localised concentrations of the cations occur, are identical indicating 
that a similar mechanism of uptake operates for both cations#
It is to be expected that the extent to ?/hioh each component 
of the passive and active phases occurs, is dependent on the ion being 
absorbed* In this respect, slight differences are evident in the uptake of 
rubidium and calcium # A comparison of the uptake and exchange curves 
( Figures 7,16 of* Figure 55,) shows that the proportion of passive 
uptake or exchangeable material, to total uptake at 240 minutes is
TABLE XI
Comparison of the Distribution of Rb®® and Ca^® in Non-exchanged and
Exchanged Onion Roots.
TISSUE
Rubidium
lEGED
Calcium
SXCHANC
Rubidium
MD
Calcium
Root Cap General 
uptake.
General and 
aggregates 
of grains 
in film.
Few aggregates 
of grains in 
film above 
central cells.
Aggregates 
above cells 
in centre of 
root cap.
Epidermis Some small 
aggregates 
of grains 
in film.
Aggregates 
above cell 
walls in 
region of Ca 
accumulation.
Rubidium
exchanged.
Calcium
exchanged.
Hypodermis General
uptake.
Highest 
uptake in 
cells beyond 
3*5 mm back 
from root tip
Aggregates 
in film above 
cells beyond 
3*5 mm back 
.from root tip.
Aggregates 
more numerous 
than in equiv­
alent rubidium 
treated roots.
Cortical
Region
Line of grains 
in film above 
vacuoles in 
region of Ca 
accumulation
General 
uptake, most 
in cell walls 
Region of Ca 
accumulation
Distribution 
similar to 
non-exchanged 
roots. No Rb 
in cell walls.
Numerous 
aggregates. 
Localisation 
within cell 
walls.
Endodermis General 
uptake, 
greatest in 
cells beyond 
region of Ca 
ao cumulation.
General 
uptake in 
cells beyond 
region of Ca 
accumulation
Rubidium
retained.
Localisation 
of Ca within 
cell walls.
Protoxylem
Initials
Aggregates of 
grains in 
film above 
some cells. 
Localisation 
not always 
present.
No localis­
ation.
Localisation 
not positively 
identified.
Localisation 
within cell 
walls. 
Aggregates 
present in 
film.
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1*0 3 1*1 in the ease of oaleium and 1*0 t 3*5 for rubidinm, This 
relatively large amount of free oalclum present in non*^ exehanged roots 
was apparent as a higher oonoentratlon in the epidarials and as freely 
diffusible oaloium in the cell walls of all tissues of the root across 
to the endodermis* The free calcium tended to camouflage the calcium 
that was actively accumulated in the cells o f the cortical parenchyma*
In the Case of rubidium ions, this free salt was much reduced and the 
localisation in the cortex was recorded in the autoradiographs pre%)ared 
fro3îi non-exchanged as well as exchanged material*
Th.e different grouping of the grains of the autoradiographic 
film above the cortical cells to those obtained with a calcium treatment, 
may signify a localisation of the cation attained by a different mechanism 
of uptake* However, it is possible by using an uptake solution of Bb*® 
having a considerably greater specific activity, that an almost circular 
of grains mdght be formed of an equal slme and density to that 
obtained with calcium# It was considered that a longer exposure time 
than that already used ( 135 days ), would not give a stronger 
autoradiographic image since several half lives had elapsed and the activity 
remaining in the sections was very low*
10
5*5 X 10®, o 
in external
p.m ./ml. 
solution
100 200 400300
time In minutes
500
Figure 61# Uptake and exoha 
with onion roots
curve for sulphate ions
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It la genoyally ooualdered that the ehôoi t^lon of oations and of 
anlone oocttr hy two separate meoh&n&ama hut it is not known to what 
extent these two prooesses are interdependent* It was deoided to apply 
the teohni#es already used with nations to a study of the behaviour 
of two selected anions* Sulphate was selected since s’*® is a pure 
p emitter and is readily available with a hi^ specific activity and 
has a half life of 87*1 days*
It was not known whether an anion lËiich is not directly linked 
in a known way to a metabolic cycle@ would follow the same pattern of 
uptake as sulphate ions* ^he halogens were considered in this respect 
and iodide finally selected since chloride could not be obtained with 
a sufficiently high specific activity and bromide has a very short 
half life* 1^ *^  has a half life of B*04 days and the emission is a 
missture of g and
l*ÜPtAKJi A m BXCMMK Of B0LPMTO IONS IN O m #  ROOIS*,
An uptake and exchange curve was prepared for onion roots by 
treating excised roots with a solution containing 0*9 meg, sulphate/litre* 
{ Figure 61) * A rapid initial uptake was observed over apj>roximately
Figure 62. Diagram of the genen 
in the apical region
1 distribution of sulphate 
of onion root before exchh:
-•r
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50 mimtes) followed by a slower absorption which was linear with time,
The general shape Of the curve resembled that obtained with calcium 
and rubidiumé Under the conditions of the experiment^  the concentration 
factor at 400 minutes did not exceed one, ^change did not appear to 
go to completion and the activity per gm* of root material (fresh wt,) 
remained higher than the c.p,m,/ml, of the emhange solution,
The procedure laid down for calcium was followed, giving a 
17 hour treatment period with the isotope { 10 no/ml, ) for non-exchanged 
material and m  uptake period of 7 hours followed by 17 hours exchange 
for exchanged material, Autoradiographs were prepared from freese dried 
material in the standard way,
General Distribution of S®* in #n*exohanged Hoots;-
The overall distribution Of activity is illustrated in 
figure 02* There was a general uptake in the outer cortex and around the 
tip of the root. An irregular distribution of sulphate was found in 
the epidermis and the endodermis showed an increased content of sulphate 
ions in those cells beyond the region of calcium accumulation ( Figure 68*),
Distribution at the Cellular levels-
Hoot Cap; A darkening of the film was observed above the outer 
layers of cells, the being evenly distributed in the cell walls and 
cytoplasm.
1 '
, f
Figure 65 .'Longitudinal: section of the: apical region of-onion root 
shbwing the sulphate held in the epidermis and parenchyma of the 
cortex before exchange , -
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Figure 64 Diagram of the général distribution of sulphate ions 
apical region of onion root after exchange.
the
TABLE X I I .
Distribu tion of ® in! Kon-exchanged and Exchanged Onion Roots
TISSUE V U KON-BXGHAUGED / EXCHANGED .
Root Çap - General uptake, greatest 
in outer layers #
_ ' ' tHv ■ ■'
No localisation.
Epidermis !
' ' ■ i. ' ; . ' 
. --.i ' V .Ç \ . -
Localisation within 
the cell walls,
No localisation.
hypodéfmis General uptake in cells . 
beyond region of Ca 
accumulation,,
S®® retained, no 
aggregates of grains 
were found,
Gofticai 
. Regiôn • f’' !
!
S®® was mainly in cell 
walls with|a certain 
. amount localised 
within the j cell wal1s.
S®? was restricted to the 
region around the nucleus 
Some still present in 
cell walls.
Endoderrids General uptake in cells 
beyond region of Ca 
accumulation. . _
S** retained, no 
aggregates of grains 
■ were found•
Protoxylem
Initials
No localisation ^ No localisation, o .

74,
Bpidorfîdaï sulphate ioua were localised within the cell walls 
and in a few instances; very irregular aggregates of grains were formed
in the film above this tissue ( Figure 63*)#
îïÿpoderms: A small amount of sulphate was localised in those 
cells beyond the region of calcium accumulation*
Cortical Regions %he grains of the image tyere found largely 
over the cell walls hut a smller number was present above the cytoplasm. 
Ho circular aggregates of grains were found* The cells shot'/ing the 
greatest concentration of were those of the outer cortex ( Figure 63.). 
Bttdodermiss iihe uptake was greatest in those cells more than 
mm* hack from the root tip * The darkening of the film was more
intense over the area within the cell wall*
General Bistrihution of in teohanged Boots s
Figure 64. illustrates the distribution of sulphate ions after 
exchange. The sulphate held in the root cap and epidermis %?as found to 
be readily exchanged but the major portion of that in the cortical cells# 
endodermis and hypodermic was retained/Table xii).
Distribution at the Cellular hovels*^
Hypodermic® A general darkening of the film was found above 
this tissue ( Figure 63*)*
Cortical Region® The sulphate was clearly localised in the
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Figure 67. Uptake and exchanged curve for iodide with onion roots.
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Figure 68. Diagram bf- the,general 
j, distribution bf iodide ions in the apical 
oh of onioh root before exchange.
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region of the nucleus as shown in figure 66. Ivtost of the sulphate ions 
present in the cell walls were removed ’by exchange.
Endodermis $ The isotope was retained as shown in Figure 65. 
Protoxylem Initials : Mo localisation was found in either
nou'^exohanged or exchanged onion roots.
2. irmKE A #  moi m m F  of iodidb ioms bi omiom roots
The Uptake curve ( Figure 67*) shows that a concentration 
factor of one was not obtained after 400 ioinutes in a solution containing 
0*5 meg. iodide/litre* Exchange appeared to go to completion and the 
activity per gm. fresh weight of roots tended to equilibrium with the 
c.p*n,/ml* of the exchange solution. Autora.diogrci.phs were prepared 
of non^ exchanged and exchanged material,
General Distribution of in Non-exchanged Hoots;-
The autoradiographs showed that the uptcte of occurred, 
maiiîly in the outer cortex ( Figure 68,)* The epidermis and hypodormls 
absorbed the ion equally and no regions of high uptake were observed*
An even distribution of reduced grains was found in the film over the cell 
walls and the cytoplasm# no aggregates of grains being found above any 
tissue* A sli^ h^tly inofeased absorption was found in those cells of 
the endodermis beyond the region of calcium accumulation.
-:;/A r  ■■--Vf.
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TABLE X I I I
F"
Ill
Distribution of I in Non-evclianged and* Exchanged Qhiorr^RootsA
TISSUE. NOU-EXGHANGED' . :sxoHiU;aED '
3oot Gap General uptake ■ -
1 ' ' : : -
. . . ,  ^ . 
No localisation
Epidermis 'General uptake
i ■ ' ; ■ '■ .1 , - ■ ■
N o l o  calisatipn,
Hypodermis General uptake; - No localisation
Cortical
legion
. . i
'General distribution, 
mainly in the";buter; 
Inyern
Slight retention in 
the. outer layers
Endodermis
:: . i ... ;  . 3 .
Slight general uotake, 
,
■\ 1 . > ' .............. .
No localisation ^
i - A . A -   ^ • -
Protoxylera
Initials
No localisation ' No^locéiisatipri /
■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■ - . .
- f  ' . ■ . , - V
'î’ilS
• ?■
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76.
Geaeml Mstrltotion of i n  Ixqhanged-Roots
*J?ho amount retained in the root# after 17 hours exchange was 
found to he negligible^  the remaining iodide being restricted to the 
outer cortex* The isotope was evenly distributed over the cell vfalX 
and the cytoplasm ( Ifigure 69*),(Table xiii),
r
5* hlBGUSGlOp*
The uptake and exchange curves obtained with sulphate and
iodide are similar to those obtained with calcium and rubidium# In the
, ' ' - 
case of iodide,however# the curve levels off after the initial period
of rapid absorption indicating that iodide ions are not actively absorbed,
This fact is further supported by the continued exchange by inactive
iodide after the normal exchange period. The results will be discussed
in relation to a general hypothesis of salt absorption in the final
section of this thesis# This discussion will be limited to a oon^ arison
of the absorption of cations and that of anions as shown by the
autoradiographs #
In the case of sulphate ions# diffusion appeared to bo limited 
to the wot cellulose walls and adsorption and ion exchange mechanisms 
wore not found in the epidermis. In this tissue# the sulphate ions 
appeared to be held generally within the cell wall and after exchange 
the distribution of B®** in these cells v/as similar to that in the cells
of the cortex which suggests that no particular- action is attributed 
to the ox^ ictemis as was the case with cation absorption*
The autoradiographs obtained with sulphate and iodide ions 
show that vacuolar accumulation of these ions does not occur. It is 
assumed that iodide is not actively accumulated in onion roots and that 
this may apply to all halogens since there is no evidence to relate 
the haligens to the metabolic processes knovm to occur in  xjlant roots* 
Ohloride ions have been reported to be required in photosynthesis (148) 
and it is possible that these ions will diffuse passively across the root 
for direct translooation to the leaves*
Sulphate accumulation is clearly associated with the nucleus 
of the cell and it is probable that this is also the site of protein 
metabolism*
The localisation in the endodermis is similar to that of 
absorbed cations and the region of sulphate accumulation in the cortex 
of the apical region of the root was similar# though less well defined# 
to the region of calcium accumulation#
PXSCWSSÎOK.
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It is becoming increasingly clear that the absorption of 
salts is a oomplex process which does not depend on the operation of & 
single mechanism hut on the co-operation of several* The existence of 
an * active* phase of absorption has previously been based on the continued 
retention of ions after exchange and on the observed decrease in salt 
uptake under conditions prohibiting respiration* Further support is 
given to the operation of an active mechanism# in the case of cations 
at least# by the autoradiographs comparing living and dead onion roots# 
However# it is evident from these results that the material retained 
after exchange is not all absorbed by a^ctive* means since the 
accumulation into the encLodermis and hypodermis was found in exchanged 
dead roots as well as living roots#
The question of a link with respiration has been approached 
from several viewpoints and in moat cases# the relatively small amount 
of experimental evidence can be successfully applied to any hypothesis 
of salt absorption* It has been suggested that only anion absorption 
requires the expenditure of energy by the cell, in which case# cation 
absorption m y  occur by passive means such that the electrical neutrality 
of the cell is mintained# It is to be expected that the direct absorption 
of anions into metabolic cycles will depend on the maintenance of these 
cycles# on A*T*P* and hence directly on respiration. With regard to cations 
however# the link with respiration has not been elucidated. Since the 
dead onion roots did not demonstrate an accumulation of calcium in the
70*
ôortloal parenohym# it is assumed that an actively metabolising cell is 
required for cation accumulation* The separation in space of cation 
and anion accumulation sites in the cell# as shown in the case of calcium# 
rubidium and sulphate absorption by autoradiography# suggests that the 
absorption processes are not linked and possibly are not interdependent 
and it follows that separate links with respiration may exist.
In order that the electrical balance is maintained over the 
entire cell, it is possible that organic acid anions and hydrogen ions 
are absorbed into or released from the Cell according to the idneral 
ions being accumulated#
Reports of an absorption of cations in apparent excess of 
the accompanying anions 09) have appeared in the literature but when 
the organic acid content of the cell (98) or carbon dioxide fixation (85) 
is also taken into aoeount# the cation uptake is equivalent to the anions 
absorbed*
WABBWÈ ABBOHFTXOH*
It appears from the autoradiographic results reported in the 
previous sections and from published data# that several physical processes 
are involved in the passive phase of absorption. The evidence from both 
sources suggests tlmt in mat plant cells and tissues, ions diffuse readily 
in the wet cellulose walla and#in the case of cations, into the cytox^ lasm
as well* Passive laovement of anions across the plasimlemm is not %?ell 
established in the literature* However, the autoradiographs with iodide 
ions suggest that such a movement may ooour since this ion was shorn to 
Tbe present in the cytoplasm as well as in the cell walls of non*^ exohanged 
roots* from experiments with sulphate ions* it was found tîiat the site of 
active absorption was the nucleus of the cell and should the plasmalemaa 
act as a harrier to diffusion of anions, a second site of active uptake 
would he formed at the cell wall*
It was not possible to distinguish between the sites of 
adsorption and ion exchange in the autoradiographs. Those obtained with 
dead non-excWmged and exchanged roots showed the passive phase 
of absorption to be associated with the epidermis, hypoderiois and 
endodemds* However, only that taken up by the epidermis is freely 
exchangeable* The aggregates of grains in the film were usually localised 
over the corners of the cells and the cell wall suggesting an exchange meoh* 
anism of calcium to pectate* The epidenml uptake was also found with 
rubidium but to a lesser extent and, in this case, the localisations were 
not associated particularly with the corners of the oells. Presumably 
adsorption and binding can occur to a variety of substances and the ions 
will be held with different degrees of exchangeability* Gâtions adsorbed by 
cellulose or held as pectates or proteinates are probably easily displaced 
by other cations from the medium or by hydrogen ions* Those ions forming 
stronger ohemioal combinations such as chelates with muoleic acids are 
probably on].y exchangeable with difficulty#
a i *
Helmy and (40,155) have reported that the groups
responsible for cation exchange are destroyed by heating as would occur 
in the experirnen;ts with dead roots, The distribution in the eplderMs 
does not substantiate this statement.
Localisation of anions in the epidermis was slight and no 
aggregates of grains were found in the autoradiographs above this tissue 
which confirms the contention that ion exchange and, adsorption mechanisms 
are predomimntly cationic*
The uptaîîie observed with all the ions studied into the 
encloderïois#and, with the exception of iodide, also into the hypodermis, 
is not readily explained in terms of non-exchangeable binding. In the 
autoradiographs the 3*ooalisation in the liypodermis appears as aggregates 
of grains in the case of the cations studied and as a general darkening 
of the film with sulphate and iodide, There is no apparent reason for 
the uptake into the hypodermis except that of a simple barrier which 
appears possible in the case of sulphate ions where a general uptake 
was observed. Ho particular importance has been attributed previously 
to the hypodermis (134),
The distribution in the endodermis is similar for both anions 
and cations and since the ions are held generally within the cell wall 
in each case#it seems probable that the mechanism is common to all ions# 
The general nature of the localisation does not suggest a binding 
mechanism and therefore it is proposed that the plaamlema of the mature 
endoderiml cells persfidts diffusion of ions into cells but prevents
8 9 ,
©xodiffusion* It is to fee expected that the entire surface of the 
plasmlemma will act in this way# preventing diffusion of salts into the 
mature xylem elements and also rediffusion of salts into the cortex* 
îtîxohange will fee alow even under conditions favouring exchange as in 
the experiments using strontium.
AGTITO AOCtimâTION*
From the autoradiographs# it is not possible to say conclusively 
in the case of each cation investigated that vacuolar accumulation does 
occur but it seems most likely on the evidence available * On the 
other hand# it is very clear that a similar vacuolar accumulation of 
anions does not Occur, at least in the case of sulphate and iodide.
The most likely mechanism of absorption of anions is their 
direct absorption into metabolic cycles rather than a vacuolar accumulation, 
Robertson (6) has suggested that anions my fee accumulated fey more than 
one mechanism since it is unlikely that all the anions taken in fey the 
root could fee absorbed immediately into the metabolic cycles. The 
rapid incorporation of supplied phosphate into adenosine triphosphate 
has been shown in a variety of plants (145 ) * In 1956, Leggett and
Epstein (26) showed that the sulphate absorption which they observed, 
was consistent with the view that the absorption involved specific sites 
in the cytoplasm, from the autoradiographs, it is possible to limit the 
site of sulphate absorption and hence of protein metabolism, to the
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region around the nucleus of the cell*
It has been suggested by Lundeg^ ardii# that Ions such as chloride 
v;hich are not incorporated, as far as is known, into the structural 
oompomnts of the cell, laight be temporarily bound to respiratory ensymes 
auoh aa oytoohrome oxidase* The autoradiographs obtained with iodide do 
not show any accumulation of the iodide ions and the vacuolar acoumule^ tion 
visualised by Lundegtrdh, Hoagland and Broyer (07*104) is not supported*
The absorption of anions into their respective metabolic cycles ^ 
can be assumed to occur with a high degree of specificity* Ho direct 
ooimetition between anions such as nitrate# sulphate and chloride would be 
expected since they are absorbed into different cycles and none has been 
reported* Competition may oniy exist between similar ions such as 
sulphate and selenat© which can enter the same cycle (26) *
Absorption of cations directly into metabolic cycles has not 
been supported except possibly in the case of potassium which might be 
bound to intermediates of giyçolysia in the cytoplasm* Rubidium is 
assumed to follow #e same path of absorption as potassium and it is 
to be expected that the autoradiographic responses will be similar*
The aiiitoradiographs obtained with rubidium do not show a localisation 
in the cytoplasm and therefore it is assumed that tho absorption into 
glycolysis, if present, was insufficient to give am autoradiographic 
image. I n  comparison with the vacuolar accumulation observed, the local­
isation would be very slight*
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The evidence t o t vacuolar aooumulation of oaXcium has been 
discussed in the experimental sections. It is considered that the 
major part of the evidence is in support of this form of ‘active’ 
absorption and that it may apply generally to cations-
Active absorption has been shown to he highly specific and 
it is assumed that several different carrier molecules are required, 
each spemiTlc to a group of cations. In this way, the competitive 
inhibition of uptake can be attributed to ions within the same group 
competing for the same carrier molecule. Ho attempt has yet been made 
to identify these carrier molecules although several mterials have 
been suggested such as riboimoleio aoid (106), phosphatidic acid (107) 
and lecithins (108)*
TBANBLOCATIOK.
The region of calcium accmmXation is clearly defined in the 
autoradiographs obtained with calcium and rubidium and to a lesser extent 
with the anions studied* The importance of this region has been briefly 
discussed under the heading of Vacuolar Accumulation but not in its 
relation to the whole root*
The presence of an intense localisation of noh-exchangeable 
material in the cortex, in a region of the roots in which the endoderrnis 
does not retain ions, suggests a linic with transloo&tion, It is most 
likely that an osmotic pump is formed which promotes the flow of ions
8 5 .
by simple diffusion from the external solution directly into the stele 
in this region of the root* It is oonoeimhle that the function of the 
aooumulated oaloitM in the root cortex is the formation of such an
osmotic pump*
The extent of the region of the cortex in wMoh calcium# rubidium 
and sulphate Ions were accumulated# averaged 1000 4000 # back from
the root tip,* This part of the root coincides with the region of water 
absorption and also it has been shown that the endodermis in this region 
does not accumulate salts# It is proposed# therefore# that the region 
of maximum salt absorption is also the region of imximm translooation*
The autoradiographs of exchanged caloitMii and nouffoxclianged 
rubidium material showed a localisation in the protoxyle© initial cells 
which was virtually non-^ohangeable under tiî© conditions of the 
experiment. This result is in accordance with the **bleeding phenomenon’ 
described by îïylmo (105) in which he proposes that during the formation 
of the 3%yle© elements# the Hest^tube’ cells absorb ions as in active 
accumulation* The transverse end wall tlien ruptures and the vessels 
interconnect*
In diacusBing the evidence for salt absorption# a certain 
amount of confusion arises since it is general practice to relate the 
abaori>tion oharaoteriatics of single celled plants to more complicated 
systems and vice versa* The experimental work on salt absorption can be
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divided into throe distinct groups $ on whole plants using techniques 
such as gross autoradiography and chemical ananyais of the plant parts# 
on excised roots 'by iaotopic exchange and on large celled simple plants 
using microscopy as in the experiments of MaoRohhie and Dainty, It is 
felt that the correlation of results from suoh varied experiments cannot 
be justified until the intermediate stage of absorption into each tissue 
stmcture of the root, has been fully elucidated*

87*
OQTOtfSIOMB*
1* à technique of autoradiography has been developed for use with water 
soluble isotopes* giving results at the cellular level with thin 
sections of plant material#
2* It has been ehomi by this teotoitue that there are two phases in the 
process of salt absorption by excised plant roots* The existence of 
am a^ctive’ phase has boon established*
S* The results show that the material retained after exchange in an 
inactive solution of the same ion is not all actively absorbed*
4* The passive phase of absorption is associated ivith the epidermds*
the hypodenmls and the enddderiids.* The ions token up by the epidermis 
were found to be readily exchangeable* The nature of the localisation 
in the hypodermic is assumed to be a binding of the ion which has 
a low degree of exchangeability* It is proposed that the endodermis 
acts as a barrier to diffusion in that part of the root beyond the 
region of calcium accumulation*
3* The active phase of absorption is primarily associated with the 
parenchyma of the cortex in the apical region of the root* this 
region being termed the region of calcium accumulation* Gâtions 
appeared to be localised in the protoxylcm i:clt:lal cells and in the 
central cells of the root cap#
6# Cation absorption oocura In the epidermis, hypo&ermis* endodemls*
cortical parenchyma of tho apical region of the root and in the 
protoxylem initial cells* Anion absorption does not appear to occur 
in the epidermis, protoxylem initials or the central cells of the 
root cap# Two cations, calcium and rubidium, and two anions, 
sulphate and iodide, were used in those investigations,
7. On the autoradiogra%)hio evidence it is proposed that vacuolar 
accumulation of cations occurs in the cortical parenchyma in the 
region of calcium accumulation. Anion accumulation does not occur 
in the vacuoles but in the case of sulphate ions it is localised
in the region of the nucleus of the cell. It is proposed that anions 
are absorbed into their respective metabolic cycles in the cytoplasm 
of the cell. The results obtained with sulphate ions suggest that 
the site of protein metabolism in the cell is restricted to the 
region of the nucleus.
8. The autoradiographs show that there is an intense localisation of 
non-exchangeable ions in the cortex In a region of the root in which 
the endoder^ ids does not retain ions and it is therefore possible 
that these accumulated ions form an osmotic pump which promotes the 
flow of ions by simple diffusion from the external solution directly 
into the stele in this region of the root. The region of mximum 
salt absorption, therefore, is also the region of maximum 
translocation,
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M s m o x x  1
BTmmm piioCEDims.
2?ho prooQôixro has hecïi detailed for oalcinm but it is applloable 
to anjr oatiou or amiou# It has been used for studies on the absorption 
of calcium, rubidium, sulphate and iodide ions#
1# nîroatment of the Root Material:*
Onions were ^ o^wn for one week in constantly aerated tap water 
and half inch lengths of root were excised from one inch roots* The 
excised roots were equilibrated for SO minutes in deionised water and 
then treated overnight at 30^ 0 in a solution of O'Smeq* 0a/l of high 
specific activity (10pC*S| lo/ml*). The material to be dried after 
treatment with 0a'*^  only ( i,e* non^ o^xohanged ) was stained during 
tr«jat«iont by adding neutral red to the uptake solution to give a 
concentration of 0*0001$? neutral red*
The roots for exchange were rapidly rinsed three times in deionise 
water after treatment with Ga*^  for 400 minutes and blotted before being 
placed in a solution of calcium chloride containing 0*5 meq*Ca/l at 30^ 0* 
The material was stained by addling crystal violet to the exoîiange solution 
giving a concentration of 0*0001ÿâ crystal violet* Enohange was 
continued overnight*
Both materials were rinsed rapidly in three changes of deionised 
water, blotted and immediately frosen in iso^ pentane cooled with liquid 
nitrogen* The roots were frosen separately to prevent their adhering .one
il
to another* ÜBing a cooled scalpel and forceps, the roots were out into 
three on a polythene stage cooled by aoetone/drikoldc The pieces were 
hold in liquid nitrogen so that the segments were grouped according to 
their position from the tip of the root.
It was necessary that the time spent in washing, freezing and 
cutting was kept to a minimum to prevent displacement of calcium.
S* Freese Drying s«
Paraffin wax (B#G) was first deaerated in the aluminium stag© 
In the freeze drying apparatus and solidified under vacuum. The stage 
was cooled in liquid nitrogen and the roots transferred so that they 
were still surrounded by liquid nitrogen when placed in the apparatus. 
Liquid nitrogen was immediately added to the condenser tube and the vacuum 
applied so that the remaining liquid nitrogen around the specimens was 
slowly drawn off. A pressure of lower than 0*001 mm. mercury was attained 
in leas than one iïdnute from placing the material in the drying chamber * 
Liquid nitrogen was added evafy^  60 minutes and drying continued for SO 
hours, spread over three days, the apparatus being held in aoetone/drikoM 
overnight# Drying was continued for 100 hours with x>hosphorus pentoxide 
as the secondary condenser.
The mterial wm embedded by heating the paraffin wax to 
without brealclng the vacuum. After three hours the paraffin was 
solidified and the cylinders of wax were transferred to tubes 'whloh 
were then held at for IB hours*
i i i
3, .Autoradiographys
Sections, 10, 20 and 40# thick were out and pressed onto 
cleaned slides dipped in 0*5$t wt ./vol# solution of saran in methyl etl^ rl 
ketone. Slides supporting median sections were cleared of paraffin in 
sgrlol and coated with a 1^ wt./vol. solution of saran in methyl ethyl 
ketone* By drying the slides in a vertical position an even film 1# 
thick was obtained*
Kodak A.E.IO and A.E.BO autoradiographic films were floated 
out for three minutes on water in a darkroom fitted with a Wratten No*l 
red filter. 30 seconds before applying the film the slides were dipped 
in a l?o wt*/vol* solution of oelloidin in a 50/SO yol*/vol. solution 
of ether and absolute alcohol# The films were dried by an air fan and 
exposed at 4^ 0 *
The exposure times were detemined by developing the 20# and 
40# sections at different intervals of time# Development in Kodak D*19b 
developer was followed by staining for 24 hours in a 30/10 vol./vol# 
mixture 2/S neutral red and &iehl Rielsens carbol fuchsin* The gel of 
the autoradiographic film was destained in water and alcohol and the pre* 
paration was mounted in mountant#

ISOTOPES USED I H  AUTORADIO&RfiPI-IIC EXPERIMENTS
ISOTOPE EMISSION E M E E  LIFE in days
max
P 0*25 164
RE*® P 1'77 18-6
Ï 1*08
8®® P 0*167 87*1
Ii®i P 0*61 8*04
!$■ 0*56
EXPOSURE TIMES REQUIRED FOR SECTIONED ROOT MATERIAL.
ISOTOPE : TREATîf'ENT COKCN.OP 
ION 
meq -/I.
ACTIVITY 
OF . : 
SOLUTION
SECTION
THICKNESS
' in ii ; '
AVERAGE A 
EXPOSÛRE TIME 
in days
Ca**
living
onion
non­
exchanged
exchanged
0'5
0'5
5V5
5'5
10
10
50
75
Ca*®
Dendrob­
ium sp#.
non-
exchariged
0*5 5*5
exchanged ; 0*5 ,A A5*5
10
10
55
55
Ca
dead
onion
4 9 non-
exchanged
0'5
exchanged 0*5
5*5
5-5
10
10
65
100
Ca“?
living
onion
Ca/Sr
uptake
0'5
Sr exchange 0*5
2*7
5*5
10
10
80
140
89Rb
living
onion
non- 0*5
exchanged
exchanged 0*5
6*6
6*6
10
10
95
135
,3 3
living
onion
non- 0*5
exchanged Ï
exchanged 0*5
10*0
10*0
10
10
95
135
Ii»i
living
onion
non- 0*5
exchanged
exchanged 0*5
10*0
10*0
10
10
60
100
